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CHAPTER 1
INTRQDUCTION & LITERATURE

SURVEY

INTRODUCTION

Catalysis research underpins the science of modern chemical processing

and fuel technologies. Catalysis is commercially one of the most important
technologies in national economies. Solid state heterogeneous catalyst materials such

as metal oxides and metal particles on ceramic oxide substrates are most common.
They are typically used with commodity gases and liquid reactants. Selective oxidation

catalysts of hydrocarbon feedstocks is the dominant process of converting them to key
industrial chemicals, polymers and energy sources.[1]

In the absence of a unique successﬁil theory of heterogeneous catalysis,

attempts are being made to correlate catalytic activity with some speciﬁc properties of
the solid surface. Such correlations help to narrow down the search for a good catalyst
for a given reaction.

The heterogeneous catalytic performance of material depends on many
factors such as [2]

Crystal and surface structure of the catalyst.
Thermodynamic stability of the catalyst and the reactant.

Acid- base properties of the solid surface.
Surface defect properties of the catalyst.

Electronic and semiconducting properties and the band structure.

Co-existence of dilferent types of ions or structures.
Adsorption sites and adsorbed species such as oxygen.
2

Preparation method of catalyst , surface area and nature of heat treatment.
Molecular structure of the reactants.

Many systematic investigations have been performed to correlate

catalytic performances with the above mentioned properties. Many of these
investigations remain isolated and further research is needed to bridge the gap in the
present knowledge of the ﬁeld.

In many processes empirical development of catalysts leads to initial
high performance but there subsequently be a decline in activity which presents major

diﬂiculties in technological applications. Fundamental understanding of the surface

structural modiﬁcations of the catalysts under working conditions, which directly
inﬂuence their activity, selectivity and durability is therefore essential. Normally,
catalytic activity is expressed as the reaction rate per unit area of the active surface
under given conditions. Selectivity is a function of the rate of formation of the desired

product with respect to the overall conversion of the initial reactants. The reactant
molecules transfer to the catalyst surface where adsorption may occur on an active site

with possible rearrangement of their bonds leading to a chemisorption reaction and

subsequent desorption of the new species. Thus the nature of the active sites on
surfaces, whether they are related to dangling bonds due to co-ordinatively unsaturated
surface sites or to defects is important.

Complex oxide catalysts are often inhomogeneous, and extensive local
microstructural and compositional variations can occur as a consequence. They belong

to a particular class of heterogeneous catalysts which have active sites distributed

throughout the crystal. The loss of structural oxygen ions (02 ) results in
nonstochiometry through the formation of anion vacancies; the incorporation of
gaseous oxygen (to replenish the catalyst) can occur by electrons freed in the process.
Nonstochiometry results in the generation of a variety of defects during the operation.

The catalytic properties of transition metal oxides are well known [3 to

6]. The properties that are important in the surface chemistry of transition metal
oxides are

Presence of cations and anions in stochiometric ratios and in well deﬁned spatial
relationships.

Possibility of covalent and ionic bonding between cations and anions

Presence of strong electric ﬁeld normal to the surface due to Coulombic nature
of the ionic lattice

Presence of charged adsorbed species.
Presence of surface acidity and basicity.

Presence of cationic and anionic vacancies.

Ability of cations to undergo oxidation and reduction.

High mobility of lattice oxygen and the possibility that lattice oxygen are
reactants in a reaction.

Interaction of the solid with incident photons that leads to photo—assisted
surface chemical processes.

Common to many of the properties listed is the fact that transition metal

oxides are made up of metallic cations and oxygen anions. The ionicity of the lattice,

which is often less than that predicted by the formal oxidation state, results in the

presence of charged adsorbate species, and the common heterolytic dissociative
adsorption of molecule (ie. a molecule AB adsorbed as Al and B’ ). Surface exposed

cation and anions fonn acidic and basic sites as well as acid-base pair sites. The fact

that the cations often have a number of commonly obtainable oxidation states has

resulted in the ability of the oxides to undergo oxidation and reduction and the
possibility of the presence of rather high densities of cationic and anionic vacancies.

Transition metal oxides exist in many different crystallographic forms.

There does not appear to be a simple generalisation that relates the structure to the

stochiometry or to the position in the periodic table. It is not uncommon to ﬁnd a
certain oxide in more than one crystal structure at ordinary temperature as a result of
the high activation energy in the process of transforming from a less thermodynamic

stable to a more stable structure. There is one generalisation, which is the fact that
ionic radii of transition metals are smaller than that of O2" . Thus the oxygen ions are
usually close packed with the smaller metal ions located in the octahedral or tetrahedral
holes among the oxygen ions.

Oxides commonly studied as catalytic materials belong to the structural
classes of corundum, rock salt, wurtzite, spinel, perovskite, rutile and layer structures.

The deﬁnition of the surface microstructure and composition in the act

of catalysis therefore requires extremely careful fundamental studies. One step is to
systematically develop experimentally and theoretically, our understanding of the nature

of defect structures of simpler well deﬁned oxides; and extend it to the more complex
commercially relevant mixed metal oxide systems.

1.1 Zirconium oxide and Lanthanide oxides as Catalysts.
Zr02 is an excellent catalyst support [7-10]. There is also abundant
catalysis literature in the area of strong zirconia based solid acids [1 1-16]

Hydrous zirconia is an excellent catalyst for the reduction of aldehydes

and ketones with 2-propanol[17,l8]. The effect of calcination temperature on the
catalytic activity of Zr02 for reduction of aldehydes and ketones were studied. The
catalytic activity was found to be maximum at 300°C and decrease with increase in
activation temperature [19].

XRD studies revealed that Zr02 pre-treated below 973K is mainly amorphous.
Small amounts of metastable tetragonal and monoclinic phase being contained. While

Zr02 pretreated above 973K is monoclinic. Thus the lattice constant of ZrO2 at 873K
will be considerably different ﬁ'om that of ZrO2 at 1073K. The ﬂourite phase of ZrO2

appears only at 23 70°C. By doping with lower valent ions such as Ca” ,Y3" [20] ,

Mg” ,Mn2* [21 1 and cu“, the cubic structure will be stabilized and remains viable
down to room temperature, it is metastable at that temperature [2].

In homogeneous precipitation (urea hydrolysis) method of preparing
zirconia, the presence of anions do not inﬂuence the formation of acid sites rather some

anions favourably contributed to the creation of more number of basic sites [22].
Mesoporous zirconia powders with high surface areas can be prepared by surfactant

assisted synthesis with lauryl sulphate [23] and tetradecylphosphate [24] as the

surfactants. Zirconia prepared by this method was found to be superior to the
conventional zirconia catalyst in n-butane isomerisation reaction. Knowles and
Hudson recently showed that alkylammonium salts can be used to prepare zirconia in

the mesoporous range [25]. Aerogels with high surface areas can also be prepared
[26, 27], but they are synthesised from moisture sensitive precursors, and low pressure
separation of organic solvents ﬁ'om the precipitation media are also necessary.

Zirconia is a good support material for reduction reactions due to its
reducing properties which seems to play an important role in the support effects [28]. It

shows both acidic and basic properties. It is reported that addition of basic oxides (La)

suppress the acidic behaviour whereas addition of an acidic oxide promotes acidic

property [29]. Several Zirconia supported catalysts were prepared by using metals
like Pd, Cu [30] ,Mg, SiO2 and CrO3 [31].

Surface acidity and basicity of Sm-Zr [32], La-Zr-Al [33] were
studied and correlated with catalytic activity for cyclohexanone reduction. Catalytic

properties of SiO2-ZrO2 for skeletal isomerisation and hydrogen transfer have been
studied. Effect of sulfation of these catalysts are also studied [34]. Sulfated zirconia is

known as a super acid and it is shown to be a better acid catalyst than Amberlyst
15.135]

Experimental studies revealed that rare earth oxides, with appropriate

pretreatment can act as effective catalysts for a number of reactions [36]. Their

thennal stability enables them to act as catalysts for a number of reactions. The
catalytic activity of rare earth oxides have been the subject of many recent research
papers.

Some of the properties of Lanthanum and succeeding 14 Lanthanide

elements have been explained on the basis of electronic conﬁguration. The normal
valence of the Lanthanide ions are tripositive. The trivalent ion of Lanthanum has the

electronic conﬁguration of the closed Xe shell, and the succeeding elements
successively add 14 electron to the inner 4f subshell. The electronic conﬁguration of
the outer subshell is 5s2 5p‘ for all the ions. The outer subshell of the tetra- and divalent
ions remains 5s2 Sp‘.

Taylor and Diamond [37] have shown that the paramagnetic oxides
Gd2O3 and Nd2O3 are more active in catalysing the ortho-para hydrogen conversion

than the non paramagnetic La2O3. The magnetic properties of the Lanthanide ions
depend on the electron structure of the 4f subshell, and therefore, diﬁers from each

other. The catalytic activity differs from each other in such a reaction as the para

hydrogen conversion which proceeds by the para magnetic mechanism. On the other

hand the difference in the activity is rather small in the reaction where the chemical
bond is formed between the reactant and the catalyst surface.

The chemical properties of rare earth compounds are quite similar to
each other, because the 4f orbital does not contribute signiﬁcantly to the chemical bond

of the Lanthanide compound. It has been said that the same is true for the catalytic

property of the Lanthanide oxides. The activity pattems of rare earth oxides in
heterogeneous reactions were investigated for simple catalytic reactions. The activity

patterns are found to resemble each other [38]. A decrease in the catalytic activity of
Lanthanide oxides from lanthanum to lutetium in the low temperature hydrogenation of
ethylene was correlated with their decrease in basicity [39].

The effect of electronic conﬁguration on catalytic activity of Lanthanide

oxides in the oxidation of butane was studied [40]. A good correlation was obtained
between catalytic activity and the fourth ionisation potential of the Lanthanide. It has
been found in a series of catalytic oxidations that the catalytic activity of the Lanthanide

oxide signiﬁcantly differs from each other. Comparing the activation energies of the
isotopic exchange of oxygen and of the desorption of carbon dioxide in the oxidation of

carbon monoxide, it is found that the dependence of the activation energies on the
atomic number were similar to that of the magnetic moment. Minachev compared the

catalytic activity in the oxidation of hydrogen and propylene with that in the isotopic

exchange of oxygen, and suggested that the catalytic activity depends on the binding
energy of the oxygen with the surface and on the valence of the Lanthanide ions.

Lanthanum oxide was found to be a promoter for magnesium oxide
catalyst in oxidative coupling of methane (OCM) [41]. The promotion effect of Dy2O3,

Nd203, Yb203, La2O3, Gd2O3, to the Rhodium - Alumina catalyst for OCM reaction
had also been investigated [42]. A linear relationship was obtained between the carbon

skeleton propagation of the hydrocarbon formed and the basicity of the Lanthanide
oxide.

Crystal structure, support and valence state were found to have no

effect on the catalytic activity of lanthanide oxides in the dehydrogenation of
cyclohexane [43]. Carbon monoxide hydrogenation was done over mixed oxide
catalysts of Lanthanide and yttrium. The addition of Lanthanide oxide to yttrium
oxide was found to enhance the fonnation of light alkenes [44].

The hydrogen-oxygen reaction on Dy2O3 was studied and a mechanism

involving a competitive adsorption of hydrogen and oxygen on the catalyst, as the rate
determining step was proposed [45].

The catalytic activity of rare earth oxides in low temperature ethylene

hydrogenation had been studied as a ﬁmction of temperature of pretreatment.
Associatively adsorbed ethylene was involved in the reaction, and hydrogen activation
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was likely to be the rate determining step [39]. The reaction of alkene/lanthana system
with hydrogen and deuterium had been studied [46]

Catalytic activity in the butene isomerisation over Lanthanum oxide was

studied as a ﬁinction of pretreatment temperature. Activity increased with
pretreatment temperature attained a maximum at 650°C and then decreased due to

surface anion disorder [47]. Tanaka et. al made an attempt to correlate catalytic
activity of the oxides in the decomposition of formic acid and polymerisation of
isobutylene to the heat of formation of the oxide [48].

In general the catalytic activity depends on a number of factors, and

therefore, it is difficult to clarify the exact nature of the catalytic activity. Using a
series of catalysts with similar chemical properties such as the lanthanide oxides, more
exact conclusions can be expected

1.2 Surface Acid Base Properties of Metal oxides
The acid strength of a solid is the ability of the surface to convert an
adsorbed neutral base into its conjugate acid [49]. The acid strength of a solid can be
expressed as the Hammett acidity function Ho.

If the acid base interaction involves the equilibiium of the type

B+H'=B}F,

ll

the acidity function due to Hammett and Deyrup [50] is given by

H., = -log k - log[BH+]/[B] = -log aH+ f3/fBH+

Where al-[+ is the proton activity, [B] and [BF] are the concentrations, f3 and f 314+
represent the activity coeﬂicients of base and its conjugate acid respectively.

If the acid base interaction involve an electron pair transfer from
adsorbate to the surface,

B: + A = B-A
H, = pK. + log [B]/[AB] = -log aAfg /fAB ,

Where aA is the activity of the Lewis acid or electron pair acceptor. The base strength
of solid base can be expressed as the H, of its congugate acid.

The acidity (acid amount) at an H., value shows the number of acid

sites whose acid strength is equal to or less than the PL, value. The basicity (base
amount) at an H, value shows the number of basic sites whose congugate acid have
acid strength equal to or greater than the Ho value [51]. Thus it is possible to measure
the acid and base strength of a solid on a common scale.

Tanabe proposed a representative parameter H.,...., for the surface.
H.,,..., can be deﬁned as the PL, value at the point of intersection where acidity = basicity

= 0, which expresses the equal strongest Ho value of both acidic and basic sites [52].
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Many methods are found in the literature to measure the acid base
strength of solid surfaces.

Relative strengths of some common solid acids in terms of equivalent
sulphuric acid concentrations were established. The red shifts of the spectra from the

adsorbed neutral forms of 4- nitrotoluene and 4-nitroﬂourobenzene were used to

deduce the equivalent sulphuric acid concentration. These acidity measurements
correlated well with their catalytic activity [53].

Acidity and basicity of La2O3, Ce02, Sm2O3, Eu203 and Y2O3 had been

compared by step wise thermal decomposition of adsorbed carbon dioxide and
thermally programmed desorption of adsorbed ammonia respectively [54]. When
gaseous bases are adsorbed on acid sites, a base adsorbed on a strong acid site is more

stable than one adsorbed on a weak acid site , and is more diﬁicult to desorb. as
elevated temperatures stimulate the evacuation of adsorbed bases from acid sites, those

at weaker sites will be evacuated preferentially. The differential thermal analysis of
solid acids or solid bases aﬁer adsorption of gaseous bases or acids respectively could
give a measure of acid or base strength respectively [51].

The cooperation of acid sites with basic sites is surprisingly powerﬁil for

particular reactions and causes highly selective reactions. This kind of reaction is often

seen in enzyme catalysis. Thus, it becomes sometimes necessary to know not only the

strengths of the acidic and basic sites but also the orientation of acid-base pair site

(distance between acidic and basic sites, sizes of acidic and basic sites, etc.). To
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characterise the nature of an acid-base pair site the TPD method using phenol is useful.

Phenol is known to adsorb on both acidic SiO2 - A120; and basic MgO. It was found

recently that phenol also adsorbs on ZrO2 and the desorption temperature of phenol
adsorbed on ZrO2 is higher than those of phenol adsorbed on MgO and SiO2 -A1203.

Phenol adsorption is strongest on ZrO2 and weakest on SiO; -A1203 . This supports a

characteristic acid-basic bifunctional catalysis of ZrO2. It was also found that ZrO-2

showed higher activity and selectivity than SiO2 - A1203 and MgO for formation of
nitriles from alkylarnines, which can be interpreted by the bifunctional catalysis of ZrO2
[55].

From ammonia adsorption isotherm, cation exchange capacities and IR
spectral studies of adsorbed probes, a schematic study of acid sites on silica - alumina
[56], and silica-titania [5 7] were done.

The IL, values of silica supported heteropoly compounds (HPC) have
been determined spectrophotometrically utilising adsorbed dicinnamaldehyde acetone

as a probe molecule [58]. A linear relationship was obtained between the amount of
HPC supported and its Ho.

UV spectroscopy of adsorbed Hammett indicators were used to ﬁnd out

the acidity of some heteropoly acids containing W, and their acid strength were found

to increase as the valency of the Central atom increases. UV spectra of
Dicinnamaldehyde acetone indicator in acetonitrile gave a broad peak at 362 nm which

is due to the neutral form of the indicator. When the heteropoly acids is added the
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absorbance at 362nm is decreased and a new band appeared at 540nm due to its
protonated form. The ratios of the extinction coeﬂicients of the two forms were found

to be 1.3. By using this ratio, [BH']/ [B] of heteropoly acid solutions were calculated

from the Hammett relationship. The catalytic activity for the decomposition of
isobutyl propionate in a homogeneous system was correlated well with the acid
strength [59].

The acid-base properties of MgO, SiO2, silica - alumina, chemically

treated alumina etc. have been studied by IR spectroscopy of adsorbed probes like
benzene, pyridine, nitrile and pyrrole [60]. An IR study of adsorbed carbon dioxide on

lanthanum oxide surface has also been canied out [61]. The acid base properties of
ZnO- TiO2 was investigated by IR study of adsorbed pyridine [62]. The chemisorption

of pyridine and trimethylamine on silica - alumina surface was studied by IR
spectroscopy [63].

IR spectroscopy of adsorbed Ipolecules could differentiate between

Lewis and Bronsted acid sites. n-Butyl amine (pK;,=3.38) is a stronger base than
ammonia (pK;,=4.75 ) and pyridine (pKr,=8.75). So it will react with weaker acid sites.

IR spectra of n-butyl amine adsorbed on silica- alumina were measured to investigate
the character and properties of the acid sites on the surface.[64]

Lewis basic sites on ZrO2 -Ti02 system estimated by electron acceptor
adsorption was aﬂected considerably by change in composition [65].
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The heat of adsorption of various bases or acids is also clearly a
measure of the acid or base strength on the solid surface [51].

Take et al determined the base strength distribution on alkaline earth
oxides by titration of the solid suspended in cyclohexane with benzoic acid [66]. The
catalytic activity and selectivity of alkaline earth oxides in the elimination of HCl from

1,2-dichloroethane was quantitatively interpreted using the base strength obtained.
Nakashima et al determined the base strength distribution on Sm2O3 by benzoic acid
titration method [67].

Miki Niwa et al used benzaldehyde - ammonia titration method for
studying the acid base properties of metal oxide surfaces [68,69].

Amine titration method for the determination of acid strength of solids

was ﬁrst reported by Tamele [70]. It was based on Johnson's experiment [71]. It
consists of titration of the solid suspended in benzene with n-butyl amine in benzene
using p-dimethylaminoazobenzene (pK.= 3.3) as the indicator. The yellow basic form

of the indicator changes to its red acidic form when adsorbed on the solid acid. The

titres of n-butyl amine required to restore the yellow colour gave a measure of the
number of acid sites on the surfaces. The use of various indicators with different pK.
values enabled the determination of the amount of acid at various acid strengths. This

method gave the sum of Bronsted and Lewis acid sites. Johnson [71] showed that
carbon tetrachloride and isooctane could also be used as solvents and benzyl amine as

the titrating base. He also showed that it was necessary to take two or three days for
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the titration of silica- alumina in order to minimise the adsorption of amine on the non
acidic portions of the surface.

This diﬂiculty led Benesi to modify the technique, so that the indicators

could be added to portions of the catalyst in suspension, after the catalyst sample had
reached equilibrium with n-butyl amine . The end point being determined by a series of

approximations [72, 73]. Deeba and Hall tested Benesi's assumption that both n-butyl
amine titrant and the indicators were in adsorption equilibrium with the acid sites on the

surface, and found it to be invalid [74]. They suggested strong irreversible
chernisorption of bases with varying pK. values as a more reasonable method.

Take et. al also questioned Benesi's assumption of the establishment of

equilibrium between the acid sites, n-butyl arnine titrant and the indicator, as no
evidence had been given by Benesi to strengthen his assumption [75]. Take et al
proposed a new spectrophotometric method for measuring the acid base distribution of

acid sites beyond Ho =-8.2 [76], which cannot be obtained by usual visual titration
method. Murrel and Dizpenziere combined modiﬁed Benesi procedure and dry box

techniques. Addition of an excess of sterically hindered pyridine and subsequent
titration with n-butyl amine using dry box techniques allowed the Lewis acid sites to be

assessed accurately [77]. By combination of this procedure with modiﬁed Benesi
procedure, the number of Bronsted sites could also be determined.

Drushel and Sommers [78] proposed the use of ﬂuorescent indicators
for evaluating the acid strength of cracking catalysts.
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A method involving the titration of a solid acid with the indicator itself
in a non polar solvent was suggested [79]. It determines the number of acid sites from
the amount of indicator chemisorbed at saturation.

Yarnanaka and Tanabe proposed the titration of solid bases in benzene
with trichloroacetic acid in benzene using Hammett indicators for measuring its basicity

[80]. Base strength could also be expressed as a Hammett acidity ﬁanction as in the
case of acidity.

Sugiyama et al proposed a new procedure for determining the acid base
properties of coloured oxides by indicator method [81].

Titrations of dark coloured solids can be carried out by adding a small
known amount of a white solid acid. Using this method acid strength and acid amount

have been measured for chromic oxide employing alumina as the standard material
[32].

Basicity of ZrO2 - TiO2, A1203 and TiO2 were studied by titration and
electron acceptor adsorption [65].

1.3 _Acid- Base Properties & Catalytic Activity.
Bezouhanoca et al proposed cyclohexanol conversion as a test for the
acid base properties of metal oxide catalysts [83].
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Activities of ZnO-SnO2 mixed oxide in the isomerisation of
cyclopropane and dehydration of 2-butanol were correlated with acidic properties.

Basicity was well correlated with the activities for isomerisation of 1-butene and
decomposition of diacetone alcohol [84].

The catalytic activities of TiO2- SiO;- A1203 temaiy oxide system and its

component oxides in the alkylation of toluene with 2-propanol and in the dehydration
of 2-propanol were well correlated with the acidity obtained from butyl amine titration
[85]. The catalytic activity of TiO2 - SiO; mixed oxide was studied for the amination of

phenol, hydration of ethylene and isomerisation of butene. The activities of the catalyst

for the three reactions were well correlated with the acidity obtained from butyl amine
titration and gaseous adsorption of basic gases [86].

Double bond migration of 2-propenyl ethers have been studied over

metal oxide catalysts [87]. La2O3 is found to be highly active. A mechanism is
suggested in which the reaction is assumed to be initiated by the abstraction of H+
from allyl ether, by the basic site on the catalyst to form the cis- allylic anion as an

intermediate. Double bond migration of allyl amine to enamine over basic oxides
(MgO, CaO ) was attempted [88]. The double bond migration of allyl amine proceeds
via anionic intermediates.

Isomerisation of 1-butene over ZrO2 catalyst with varying pre-treatment

was studied. Though the active sites consist of both basic and acidic sites, activity was
best correlated with basicity [89].
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Change in the isomerisation activity of La2O3 for the decomposition of
4-hydroxyl,4-methyl,2-pentanone with pre- treatment temperature was well correlated
with the change in basicity [90].

The acid base property of MgO-TiO2 binary oxides was studied. The

catalytic activity for the decomposition of diacetone alcohol was investigated and
correlated with catalyst basicity, while the dehydration activity of 4-methyl,2-pentanol
was correlated with the acidity. The catalytic activity of the alkylation was observed at

the maximum at the composition of l:l where acidity and basicity have a considerable
value [9]]. Catalytic activity and selectivity in OCM reaction on La2O3, CeO2, Sm2O3,

Eu2O3 and Y2O3 to form C; hydrocarbons depend both on acidity and basicity in a

complex manner. Stronger acid sites are found to be harmful for C2 selectivity.
n4— 2.
Possibility of the involvement an acid base pair MLC Om was proposed, LC denotes
low coordination state [54].

The catalytic activity of silica supported heteropoly compounds for
tertiary butyl alcohol dehydration in the liquid phase or gaseous phase depends on the
Ho value [53].

The dehydration of isopropanol on silica -alumina gels was found to be
independent of the amount of acid or basic sites but depends on the ratio of the former
to the latter [92].
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The alkylation of toluene with 2-propanol was attempted on M003 
Si0; - A1203 temaiy oxide system [93]. Read attempted the decomposition of nitrous
Oﬁde OI‘! Nd2O3, D)/203 and E1203

S.T. King et al canied out a mechanistic study of methyl benzoate and
benzoic acid reduction on a Y203 [95]. Experimental evidence indicated that reduction
to benzaldehyde is via surface benzoate.

Yuzo Imizu et al canied out a mechanistic study of hydrogenation of
conjugated diene over lanthanum oxide catalyst [96]. The kinetics of the isomerisation
of butene over Ianthana and ZnO were studied [97]. The mechanisms were found to be
similar.

The oxidation of carbon monoxide has been investigated on catalysts
obtained by thennal activation of granular tin (+4) oxide gel in the temperature range

of 200-500 °C. These are found to be active for this reaction at moderately low

temperatures. Thermogravimetry and nitrogen adsorption have been used to
investigate the water content and speciﬁc surface area of the activated catalysts, and

these parameters have been related to the initial catalytic activities. The partial
deactivation during CO oxidation at low temperatures which apparently accompanied

by partial reduction of catalyst surface, has been studied as a function of both
activation and reaction temperatures. The kinetics of the steady state reaction have

been investigated at 180-210°C on the 450°C activated catalyst and the postulated
mechanism involves adsorption of CO, desorption of CO2 and oxygen regeneration of
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the catalyst. The kinetics can be represented by the Langmuir type rate equation,
similar to that derived for the same reaction on both V205 and Fe2O3, and this permits

‘the evaluation of experimental activation energies for the adsorption and desorption
5 steps. [98]

The interpretation of the kinetic data demands that the catalyst
undergoes successive reduction and reoxidation during the carbon monoxide oxidation

and since the reaction on the steady state catalyst is independent of oxygen
concentration, the reoxidation step at equilibrium must be considerably faster than the

other two steps. The darkening of the colour of the catalyst during partial deactivation

to a steady state condition at low temperatures, however is indicative of an overall

partial reduction of the catalyst. Yoneda and Makishima [99] also observed this
darkening and attributed it to a partial reduction. For this catalyst the reduction can be
accounted for by a mechanism of surface oxygen abstraction, and does not necessarily

demand participation of bulk oxygen. The X-ray powder diffraction pattern and the
transmission IR spectrum of the partially reduced SnO2 were identical with the original
material.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of Lao; based OCM reaction
2

provided strong evidence for the presence of surface super oxide ions (0 I ) or peroxy
-2

carbonate ions (CO4 ) [100]
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From FTIR study of methane adsorption on CeO; [l0l,l02] and MgO
[I03], Li et. al reported that two types of adsorbed methane were formed on them, one

interacts with the normal surface oxygen anion and the other interacts with the 0

species, the structure of the latter was notably distorted. The two types can be
successﬁilly distinguished by coadsorption with C0.

Ceria can be depleted easily of oxygen by annealing at elevated
temperatures at reduced oxygen pressure. Lower valent dopants such as yttrium,
several rare earth elements , magnesium and calcium can also introduce free oxygen
vacancies in ceria. The structure of oxygen vacancy complexes in ceria was studied by

mln Time Differential perturbed angular correlation Spectroscopy and four defect
complexes with indium tracer atoms in undoped and lightly doped ceria have been
observed [I04].

EPR studies of unsupported V2O5- Fe2O3 [105] catalysts revealed that

by doping with cesium sulfate a new phase is formed in the solids which apparently
increases their selectivity in the catalytic oxidation of polycyclic hydrocarbons. The

percentage of this phase rises with increasing iron content. The new phase is
amorphous. Its composition is nonstochiometric and varies slightly depending on the

iron content. A number of EPR measurements at different conditions indicated that

the active centers probably consists of oxygen lattice vacancies in the coordination
spheres of Fe” ion which are occupied by an electron.
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The acid- base properties of M003-Bi2O3-P205 were studied by gaseous
adsorption method. The oxidation and isomerization activity of oleﬁns are proportional

to the acidity of the catalyst, and the oxidation activity for an acidic compound and

hydrogen is connected with the basicity. The selectivity was also interpreted in
connection with the acid- base properties [1 06].

1.4 Electron Donor - Acceptor Properties
When electron acceptors or donors are adsorbed on metal oxides, the
corresponding radicals are formed as a result of electron transfer between the adsorbate

and the metal oxide surface. The electron donor strength of a metal oxide can be
deﬁned as its conversion power for an electron acceptor adsorbed on the surface to its

anion radical. The formation of anion radicals on the surfaces of various oxides were

reported. For a strong electron acceptor its anion radical will be fonned on every

donor site of the oxide surface. For moderately strong electron acceptors anion
radicals can be formed on strong donor sites only. Weak acceptors fail to form anion

radicals even on strong donor sites. Electron accepting strength of an acceptor is
expressed as the limiting electron affinity value at which ﬁee anion radical formation. is
not observed at the oxide surface [107].
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The adsorbed water on hydroxylated silica surfaces act as speciﬁc
adsorption sites for other molecules [I08]. Some of the lattice oxygen ions on oxide
surface may act as electron donors in the adsorption of nitro compounds [1 O9].

ESR spectral studies of adsorption of naphthalene, anthracene,
phenanthrene and biphenyl on porous silica gel made it possible to detect and identify
radical cation which become stabilised on the gel surface[1lO].

Surface electron donating properties of silica - alumina, silica - titania
and alumina -titania systems were studied by TCNQ adsorption [1 1 1].

Effect of silica surface dehydroxylation on adsorption of aromatic
hydrocarbons in solutions of n-alkanes were investigated. Since the molecules of
aromatic hydrocarbons on hydroxylated silica are oriented parallel to the surface, the

inﬂuence of the size of the molecule at same orientation on the adsorption was
investigated and the distribution ﬁinction for several systems were determined [1 12].

Surface heterocycles undergo electron transfer at the oxide surface in an
analogous manner as aromatic hydrocarbons [113].

The electron donor property of TiO2 and MgO have been investigated

by TCNE (tetracyanoethylene) and TNB (trinitrobenzene) adsorption. Adsorption
2.

sites are OH- and weakly co-ordinated 0 ions, the latter increasing at higher
activation temperatures. ESR spectral studies revealed that charge transfer complexes

are weakly adsorbed on OH ions at the surface. The unpaired spin is then delocalised
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1.

over the adsorbate molecule as a whole. On weakly co- ordinated 0 ions the negative

radicals are more strongly adsorbed, the electron is then localised at one site on the
molecule ie. on the nitrogen atom [I14].

The active sites on TiO2 surface for dehydration of formic acid were
found to be EDS (electron donor sites). Electron donor sites were estimated by TCNE
3+

or TNB adsorption. These centers are Ti and O-Ti-OH (fomied by partial
dehydration for high and low pre-treatment temperatures respectively) [1 15].

Adsorption of argon, nitrogen and water vapour on ZrO2 were studied.
Surface properties were found to depend on the amount of irreversibly adsorbed water
retained by the sample, far in excess required for a classical mono-layer [l 16].

Adsorption of TCNQ on various oxides from solvents of different
ionisation potentials was attempted. Two types of dependence on ionisation potentials

were observed [I17]. The electron transfer reaction on pigmentary samples of TiO2
was also discussed [118].

The electron donor properties of several oxides like Ca0, MgO, ZnO,

A1203, silica - alumina were investigated using ESR spectral studies of adsorbed
nitrobenzene. A correlation between electron donor sites and Lewis base strength was

established. A model for the surface was proposed. The active sites were described as
an acid-base pair, and the interaction of EDS to an acceptor is as follows.
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2- - 2- + 

0 C...-Men+-OH’ + A‘ » O-Men+-O -A

+ . . 2' . . .

Men 15 the surface cation and 0 Cu, 15 a surface oxygen ion In a low
coordinate state. The radical is bound to the surface by static interaction [1 19].

Electron donor and acceptor properties of alumina, silica supported
palladium oxide have been studied. The complex formed on adsorption ,Al2O3-PdOz
C2H2 is radically different from SiO1-PdO2—C2H2 [120]

Adsorption of electron acceptors with electron aﬁinities from 1.26eV

to 2.84eV on the surface of alumina was studied by adsorption isotherm, ESR and
electronic spectra. Limiting amount adsorbed was found to decrease with decreasing

electron affinity. Electron transfer from alumina surface ranged between 1.77 and
1.26eV in tenns of the electron aﬂinity of the acceptor [12]]. The limit of electron
transfer on titania surface lies between 1.77 and 1.26eV in terms of the electron aﬂinity
of the acceptor [122].

TCNQ adsorption was studied on zirconia-titania system[123] and
alumina [124] in acetonitrile medium. TCNQ adsorption was carried out on some metal

oxides and their radical fomiing activity is found to be in the order MgO > ZnO >
Al203> TiO2> Slog > NiO [125].

The strength and distribution of electron donor sites on A1203, TiO2
and ZrO2 - TiO2 were investigated with different electron acceptors [110].
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TCNQ adsorption on zzirconia system was investigated. The electron

‘donor property of zirconia was found to decrease with increase in calcining
temperature, reached a minimum at 200°C and then increased [126].

Lewis basic sites on zirconia - titania system was estimated by electron

acceptor adsorption. It was found to be affected considerably by change in
composition of the catalyst [84].

Adsorption of TCNQ on titania and alumina were carried out with
solvents diﬂering in acidity and basicity. Amount of TCNQ adsorbed decreased with
increase in basicity of the solvent, but changed little with acidity [I27, I28].

Adsorption of chloranil from various solvents on alumina and titania
were studied. The amount of chloranil adsorbed was successﬁllly correlated with the

acid base interaction at the interface [I29]. Change of zeta potentials of metal
oxides caused by adsorption of TCNQ on alumina and titania from organic solvents
were discussed on the stand point of electron transfer mechanism [I30].

The acid-base and electron donor properties of Pr6O” [I31], CeO2
[I32], Dy2O3 [I33], Y203 [134, 135], Sm2O3 [I36], La203 [137] and Nd2O3 [I38, 139]

and their mixed oxide oxides with alumina were investigated as a function of

composition and activation temperature. The extent of electron transfer were
characterised by magnetic measurement. Ceria and lanthana were found to enhance the
electron donating ability of alumina without changing the limit of electron transfer. The
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solvent elfect on the extent of electron transfer was also studied. The decrease in the
limiting amount of electron acceptor adsorbed with increase in basicity of solvent was

explained using the Drago equation, connecting the heat of mixing of substances with
acid base interaction.

-AHA}; = CACB + EAEB

where C and E are the Drago constants for the acidic compound A and basic
oompound B.

The catalytic activity for Dy2O3 [I40], Sm2O3 [14]], CeO2 and its mixed

oxides with alumina [142] for MPV (Meerwein-Pondorff-Verley) type reduction were

investigated as a ﬁmction of activation temperature. The activity was correlated with
the electron donating properties of the respective oxides.

The electron donor properties of Perovskite type mixed oxides (La.FeO3,

PrFeO3, SmFeO3, LaCoO3, PrCoO3, SmCoO3, LaNiO3, PrNiO3, SmNiO3) were
determined using electron acceptor adsorption. The acid-base properties were studied

using titration method using Hammett indicators, and well correlated with catalytic

activity for MPV type reduction [143] and oxidation of cyclohexanol with
benzophenone [144].

Surface electron donor property and acid-base properties of lanthana
doped strontium oxide were investigated as a ﬁinction of dopant concentration and
activation temperature and the data well correlated with the catalytic activity for MPV
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type reduction [145]. The catalytic activity of La-Zn [146], A1-Ce-Dy [147] mixed

oxides for MPV type reduction were studied and correlated with their acid-base
properties.

1.5 Surface site structures
In most transition metal oxides, the oxygen ions in the bulk form closed

pack layers and the metal cation occupy holes among the anions. Since the bulk oxide

ion are densely packed as possible, the oxide ion ligands around a metal cation are
thought to have saturated the coordination sphere of the bulk cation, that is the bulk
cation is coordinatively saturated. But the surface anions and the cations have fewer
numbers of nearest neighbours than the corresponding ions in the bulk. These surface

anions and cations are coordinatively unsaturated. In most instances, coordinative
unsaturation results in ions that are active in bonding with adsorbates, however, all
coordinatively unsaturated sites (cus) may not be necessarily active.

An oxide or hydrous oxide sample prepared by precipitation from an
aqueous solution is fonned by condensation and polymerisation of hydroxylated metal

ion. For example, a M (IH) metal ion existing as a monomeric unit possess a saturated

coordination of three hydroxyls and three water ligands. Condensation of hydroxyl
groups from two diﬂerent monomeric units links the monomers with a bridging oxygen
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to form a dimer. Dimer formation with more than one bridging oxygen or bridging
through hydroxyl groups are also possible.

When condensation occurs between many different monomeric units, by

drying at elevated temperatures, a three dimensional net work will be formed, which
can be amorphous, semi-crystalline or crystalline, depending on the nature of the metal

and the drying conditions. The surface metal ions as well as the surface oxide ions will

have lower coordination numbers than that in the bulk. Oﬁen l\/1'" (cus) sites behaves

as a Lewis acid and 02' (cus) as a Lewis base. More extensive coordinative
unsaturation is possible if more dehydroxylation take place, or if surface lattice oxygen

is removed by reduction [I48].

The presence of (cus) sites explain a variety of phenomena including
poisoning of a surface, competitive adsorption and the common requirement of heating
an oxide to activate it for chemisorption and catalysis.

Activation of an oxide by heating is needed because of the strong
adsorption of water on oxides. An oxide surface becomes fully covered with adsorbed
water and hydroxyl groups once it is exposed to moisture in the atmosphere.

Nlﬁ (¢m,)+ H20 (3) M'+OH2 -1

H20+ 02'-M'" M°‘<:> HO‘ -1\/1'" M” —O'H -2

In the ﬁrst scheme, water is adsorbed molecularly to satisfy the
coordinative unsaturation of the metal ion. In the second scheme, the (cus) action and
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anion pair adsorbs a water molecule dissociatively as 0H- and H+. So then the surface

ions become coordinatively saturated and unable to adsorb other molecules. Heating
causes the reverse processes, removal of water and formation of surface coordinative

unsaturation. The extent of dehydroxylation depends on the temperature [148, 149].
Weakly adsorbed water are removed ﬁrst (reverse of scheme 1). A rapid loss of water

occurs around 200 to 350°C (reverse of scheme 2). Further dehydroxylation of the
remaining hydroxyl groups beyond 400°C is slow, diﬂicult and they are found to be
isolated.

Removal of weakly adsorbed water (hydrogen bond) do not necessarily
activate the surface. The chemisorptive capacity and catalytic activity increase rapidly

as the degree of dehydroxylation increases. The manner in which these quantities
increase depends on the molecules and the reaction because different requirements of
surface sites may be involved. There can also be a directional character of (cus) sites as
observed in the case of CEO adsorption on ZnO [1 50].

In general molecules may interact with an oxide surface in different ways.

1. Molecular (nondissociative) adsorption in which the interaction is mainly by
0 donation and/or H bonding interaction. This can takes place on a single cus ion.

2. Dissociative adsorption in which a molecule dissociates upon adsorption

Dissociation of H20 into PF and OH‘ upon adsorption is an example of heterolytic
dissociative adsorption in which the molecule is dissociated into charged species. This
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type of adsorption usually required an anion-cation coordinatively unsaturated pair site.

Homolytic dissociative adsorption in which neutral species are fonned may also occur
but less frequently.

3. Abstractive adsorption in which the adsorbate abstracts a species from the

surface (often a proton). This commonly occurs on acidic oxides. If a proton is
abstracted from the surface and the adsorbed species become cationic, the adsorbate
could be held to the surface by electrostatic forces and coordinatively unsaturated sites
might not be involved.

4. Reductive adsorption in which an adsorbed molecule is oxidised and while

the surface is reduced. It may also be abstractive as in the case when a hydrocarbon
molecule is oxidised on adsorption to a carboxylate utilising the lattice oxygen while

reducing the cation. In addition to adsorption a surface may catalyse reactions of
adsorbates.

In a general view the origin of acidic properties are surface (OH-)
groups (Bronsted) and over exposed metal cations (Lewis acidity). The temperature
range of their existence can be different depending on the solid, but after evacuation at
673K most of the Bronsted acidity has disappeared from the surface.

The acidic activity of electron deﬁcient defects on metal oxide surfaces

depend on the position of the particular metal in the periodic system of elements, i.e.
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on the electronegativity of the metal cation. The larger the electronegativty the
stronger the electron accepting power.

The electronegativity of the metal ion would be expected to change

linearly with its charge; Xi = (l+ 2z) X0 , where X0 is the eletronegativity of the

neutral atom (F0) and z is the charge of the metal ion. This parameter Xi can be
regarded as a serniemperical acidity parameter of the metal ion_[l 51]

The greater the covalency of the oxide, i.e. the higher the value of the
charge/ radius ratio, the more likely acidity is to be found. On the other hand, an oxide

with a low value of the ratio is more ionic in nature and will present more basic
sites. [ 1 52]

Surface hydration of 7- alumina has been studied by IR spectra and

gravimetry. The extent of surface hydration is governed primarily by the drying
temperature. Results show that hydroxyl groups although apparently mobile, persist as

such on the surface at high temperatures on distinct type of sites rather than in a
completely random state [153].

If dehydroxylation occurs randomly between pairs of hydroxyl groups, it

would be difficult to achieve complete removal of surface hydroxyl groups. Even at

high temperature evacuation, isolated surface hydroxyl groups are often present on
anatase [154], that show IR absorption bands at about 3700 cm" . The intensities of
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linhcse bands decrease with increasing evacuation temperature, the rate of decrease is
l

fastest for the lowest frequency band.

Peri carried out a systematic study and modelling of alumina surface by

studying the IR spectra of ammonia adsorbed on it. Adsorption of ammonia was
analogous to the adsorption of water. Sites which chemisorb to form NH2' + OH‘
were considered as ion pair or acid-base sites [1 55].

Recently Peri has proposed a detailed scheme for the surface of y
alumina prepared by heating aluminium hydroxide. The scheme for alumina heat
treated at 800°C is shown in Figure, where ﬁve types of isolated hydroxyl groups
labeled A to E are identiﬁable.

1"

the nextion
inner layer
L + 0 _l_ ‘+ ‘Denotes an Al”
on

+

4

Q + Jr‘ 34‘ 4‘ OH

4+
4O2
0 + \+ O + O
E

A

Suggested Scheme for acidic
and basic sites on 7- Alumina

Each of them has a different nearest neighbour conﬁguration. The ﬁve absorption
maxima in IR spectrum (at 3800, 3750, 3744, 3733, 3700 cm-1 ) are associated with

sites A, D, B, E and C respectively. Each site has a different local charge density ;
2

type A with four 0 ions as neighbours, is the most negative (a basic site) and type C
which is lacking nearest neighbours is the most positive [156].

Acid sites on an alumina surface at high activation temperatures may be

fonned by lattice distortions. As the temperature of pretreatment is increased a water
molecule is removed from two hydroxyl groups attached to aluminium atoms to form

an AI-O-Al link. The distance between aluminium atoms becomes progressively
greater with further dehydration. The distortion of Al-O-Al link becomes larger [1 57].

Lewis acid centres of silica-alumina was also investigated. Results lead to the
conclusion that, the vacant 3p orbital of aluminium atom on the surface accepts one
electron from the higher occupied O orbital of p-phenylenediamine molecule adsorbed,
and it acts as a Lewis acid centre [1 58].

Electron transfer mechanism at alumina surface is investigated by
Flockhart et a]. Different types of surface sites are responsible for TCNE anion radical

formation. Unsolvated hydroxyl ions at low temperature pre-treatment and defect
sites involving 02' ions at high temperature pretreatments respectively. Above 500°C

dehydration of the surface results in the formation of two types of defects. At one of
these, the presence of two or more adjoining vacancies in the surface layer results in an

abnormally exposed aluminium ion. The resultant positive charge makes this sites an
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electron acceptor and gives it an oxidising character. At the second type of active
centre, two or more oxide ions occupy adjoining surface sites and a potential electron

donor site is created, the number of such sites increases with increase in temperature
[159].

Properties of acid sites formed on mixing oxides are demonstrated with

titania - silica and silica -alumina as examples. The generation of strong and new acid
sites on mixing oxides is attributed to a charge imbalance localised on M, -0- M2 bonds

formed in the mixed oxide, where M, is the host metal ion and M2 is the mixed metal
ion [I60].

Tanabe et.al [161] extended Pauling’s electrostatic valence rules [162]
to account for the generation of acidity in binary oxides. They make two postulates.
l. The coordination number (and valence) of each metal ion in its own oxide is retained
in the binary oxide.

2. The coordination number (and valence) for the oxygen ion in the oxide of the major
metal component is retained for all oxygen ions in the binary oxide.

If these postulates hold, excess electrostatic charges will be created in most cases when

metal oxides fonn chemical bonds with one another. Excess negative charges would
produce Bronsted acids; positive charges would produce Lewis acids. The hypothesis is

applicable to chemically mixed binary oxides and not to mechanically mixed oxides.

This hypothesis predicts which combinations of oxides in the periodic table will
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generate acidity and at what compositions the Bronsted or Lewis acidity will appear,

but it does not predict the acid strength. Experimental evidence for this model was

provided by Shibata et.aI [163], in which a fairly good correlation was obtained
between the highest acid strength observed and the average electronegativities of two
metal ions in each oxide system.

Another model proposed by Kung [164] takes a rather different
approach. In Tanabe’s model , charge compensation at the substituting ion by
neighbouring oxygen ions is important. In Kung’s model, changes in electrostatic
potential experienced by the substituting cation due to all the ions present in the matrix

oxide is important. Thus Tanabe’s model is a localized model and Kung’s model is a
delocalized model.

The ESR spectral data and diffuse reﬂectance of the polyacenes
adsorbed on the surfaces of silica gel, alumina, and silica - alumina were studied. The
amount of cation radicals generated on the surface was enhanced upon irradiation with

UV light. This was interpreted in terms of photoionisation accomplished via a charge

transfer state, ‘which was expected to vary with the strength of the Lewis acid site
[I65].

IR spectral study of titania surface suggested the formation of
incompletely co—ordinated titanium atoms on the surface, which was conﬁrmed by the

ionisation of perylene [166]. Relationship between surface acidity and particle size of

titania was discussed [167]. The highest acid strength apparently increased with a
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decrease in particle size. The oxygen vacancies generate a considerable number of
dangling bonds whose energy levels are located in the band gap region between the
valence and the conduction bands. Electrons trapped in these levels probably cause the

local charge imbalance and hence the generation of new and strong acid sites over the
surface of ﬁnely divided titania particles.

Lattice oxygen atoms in praseodyrnium oxide plays an important role in

the catalytic oxidation of carbon monoxide [I68]. Rosynek et al attempted a study on

the thennal dehydration - rehydration behaviour of the La(OH)3 / La2O3 system, for
charecterisation of catalytic lanthanum oxide. The dehydration of hydroxide is through
an intermediate oxyhydroxide LaO0H [169].
2

Ji-Xuang Wang et al used EPR spectroscopy to detect 0 ions on the
2

surface of La2O3 following quenching of the sample in oxygen from 650°C. These 0

ions are believed to be formed by the reaction of oxygen either with thennally

generated electron — hole pairs or the surface peroxide ions [170].
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CHAPTER 2.
EXPERLMENTAL

2.1 Materials Used
Cerium nitrate (99.9% pure) ,
Praseodyrnium nitrate (99.9% pure) ,and

Neodymium nitrate (99.9% pure) were obtained from Indian Rare Earths
Ltd. Udyogamandal, Kerala.
Zirconyl nitrate was obtained from Romali.

Reagents for Adsoggtion studies .

Electron Acceptors
Electron acceptors used in the study were
7,7,8,8- Tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ),

2,3,5,6-tetrachloro-p- benzoquinone (chloranil),
p—dinitrobenzene (PDNB) and

m- dinitrobenzene (MDNB).

TCNQ was obtained from Merck-Schuchandt and was puriﬁed by
repeated recrystallisation from acetonitnle [1].

Chloranil was obtained from Sisco Research Laboratories Pvt Ltd and
was puriﬁed by recrystallisation from benzene [2].

p-Dinitrobenzene was supplied by Koch Light Laborotoﬁes Ltd and was
puriﬁed by recrystallisation from chlorofonn [3].

m-Dinitrobenzene was obtained from Loba-Chemie Indoaustranal
company and was puriﬁed by recrystallisation from carbon tetrachloride [4].
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Solvents:

Acetonitrile :SQ grade acetonitrile obtained from Qualigens Fine
Chemicals was ﬁrst dried by passing through a column ﬁlled with silica gel 60-120

mesh size activated at 110°C for two hours. It was then distilled with anhydrous
phosphorous pentoxide and the fraction between 79-82°C was collected [5].

Reagents for Acidity Basicigy Measurements

Benzene: Benzene used for acidity and basicity measurements was
puriﬁed by the following procedure [6]. Pure Benzene obtained from Qualigens Fine

Chemicals was shaken repeatedly with about 15% of its volume of concentrated
sulphuric acid in a stoppered separating ﬁinnel until the acid layer was colourless on

standing. Aﬁer shaking, the mixture was allowed to settle and the lower layer was
drawn oﬂ‘. It was then washed with water and 10% sodium carbonate solution and was

ﬁnally dried with anhydrous Calcium Chloride. It was filtered, distilled and the
distillate was kept over sodium wire for one day and again distilled and the fraction
boiling at 80°C was collected.

Hammett Indicators:
Hammett indicators used for the study are the following.

1. Methyl red (E.Merck India Pvt Ltd)
2. Dimethyl yellow (Loba-Chemie Industrial Company)
3. Bromo thymol blue (Qualigens Fine Chemicals)

5. Crystal violet (Romali)
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6. Neutral red (Romali)
7. Thymol blue (Qualigens Fine Chemicals)

Trichloro acetic acid (SQ grade), obtained from Qualigens Fine
Chemicals and n-butyl amine (Cemphasol Pure) were used without further puriﬁcation.

Reagents for catalytic activig measurements
Reagents for Reduction reaction
Cyclohexanone: Cyclohexanone (LR grade) obtained from BDH was
puriﬁed through bisulphite method [7]. A saturated solution of Sodium bisulphite was

prepared from 40 gramme of ﬁnely powdered Sodium bisulphite. The volume of the
resulting solution was measured and it was treated with 70 % of its volume of rectiﬁed

spirit. Suﬁicient water were added to dissolve the precipitate which separated. 20 g of

commercial cyclohexanone was introduced into the aqueous alcoholic bisulphite

solution with stirring and the mixture was allowed to stand for 30 minutes. The
crystalline bisulphite compound was ﬁltered oﬁ‘ at the pump and washed it with a little
rectiﬁed spirit.

The bisulphite compound was transferred to a separating funnel and
decomposed with 10 % NaOH solution. The liberated cyclohexanone was removed,

saturated the aqueous layer with salt and extracted it with 30 ml of ether. The ether

extract was combined with the ketone layer and dried with 5 g of anhydrous
magnesium sulphate. The dried etherial solution was ﬁltered into a 50 ml distilling

S8

ﬂask, attached with a reﬂux condenser and distilled off the ether using a water bath.
The residual cyclohexanone was distilled and the fraction at 153°C was collected.

2-Propanol: (LR grade) reagent obtained from E.Merck was further
puriﬁed by adding about 200g of quicklime to one litre of 2-propanol. it was kept for
3-4 days and then reﬂuxed for 4 hours. It was then distilled and the fraction distilling at
82°C was collected [8].

Reagents for Oxidation reaction
Toluene : (SQ grade) toluene obtained from Qualigens Fine Chemicals
was shaken twice with cold Conc. H2SO4_ ( 100 ml of the acid with 1 litre of toluene),

then with water, 15% aq.Na.1-ICO3 and again with water. Then it was dried
successively with CaSO4 and P205, distilled and the fraction disilling at 110°C was
collected [9].

Cyclohexanol : Cyclohexanol obtained from Merck was reﬂuxed with
ﬁeshly ignited C30 and then fractionally distilled. The fraction distilling at 161°C was
collected [10].

Benzophenone : The reagent was supplied by Sisco Research
Laborataries Pvt. Ltd. and was puriﬁed by recrystallisation from ethanol [11].

Reagents for Esteriﬁcation Reaction

1-Butanol : (LR grade) reagent obtained from Merck was ﬁirther
puriﬁed by drying with anhydrous potassium carbonate and fractionally distilled. The
fraction distilling at l16.5°C was collected [12].
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Acetic acid : (LR grade) reagent obtained from Merck was puriﬁed by

adding some acetic anhydride to react with the water present. It was then heated for
one hour just below boiling in the presence of 2g Cr03 per 100 ml and then fractionally

distilled. The fraction at 116 -I 18°C was collected [13].

n—Decane : (LR grade) reagent obtained from Sd. Fine Chemicals
Pvt.Ltd was ﬁirther puriﬁed by shaking with Conc. H2504, It was washed with water

and aq.NaHCO3. Finally it was washed with more water, then dried with MgS0.. ,
reﬂuxed with sodium and distilled. The fraction distilling at 174°C was collected [14].

2.2 Methods adopted
Catalyst preparation:
The mixed oxides were prepared by the decomposition of their mixed
hydroxides. The mixed hydroxides were prepared by co precipitation method. To the

boiling solution containing calculated quantities of zirconyl nitrate and nitrates of
Lanthanides , 1:1 ammonia solution was added slowly with constant stirring, allowed
to boil again for 5 minutes and allowed to stand overnight. The precipitate was ﬁltered

through a whatman No : 1 ﬁlter paper and washed with distilled water containing a
little ammonia till the precipitate is free from nitrate ions. It was dried at 120° C [15]

overnight and ignited at 300° C for 2 hours. The mixed oxides was then sieved to get

100-200 mesh size. Mixed oxides of the following compositions were prepared ( 20,

40, 60 and 80 weight % of Lanthanide oxide). Samples were activated at 300, 500 or
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800° C were studied. Pure oxides prepared under identical conditions were also
studied.

Adsorption studies[ 1 6] :

The oxides were activated at a particular temperature for two hours

prior to each experiment. 0.5g of the catalyst was placed in a 25ml test tube and
outgassed at 10 torr for one hour. into the test tube which was ﬁtted with a mercury
sealed stirrer, 10ml of a solution of an electron acceptor in an organic solvent was then

poured in. After the solution had suﬁiciently been stirred for 4 hours at 28°C in a
thennostated bath, the oxide was collected by centriﬁiging the solution. The amount of

electron acceptor adsorbed was determined from the difference in concentration of
electron acceptor before and ‘after adsorption. The absorbances of electron acceptors
was measured by means of a UV—VIS-Spectro photometer (Hitachi 200-20) at the K M

of the electron acceptor in the solvent. The Am of TCNQ, Chloranil, PDNB and
MDNB were 393.5nm, 288nm, 262nm, and 237nm respectively. The reflectance

spectra of the adsorbed samples were measured with a Hitachi 200-20 uv-visible

spectrophotometer with a 200 — 0531 reﬂectance attachment. The radical
concentration of the electron acceptors adsorbed on the oxides were detennined from

the ESR spectra measured at room temperature using a Varian E-112 X/Q band ESR

spectrometer. Radical concentrations were calculated by comparison of peak area
obtained by double integration of the ﬁrst derivative curve for the sample and standard

6]

solution of 1,1-diphenyl-2-picryl-hydrazyl in benzene. Surface areas of oxides were
determined by BET method using Carlo Erba Strumentazione sorptomatic series 1800

Acidity Basicity Measurements:
The oxides were activated at a particular temperature for 2 hours prior

to each experiment. The acidity at various acid strength of a solid was measured by
titrating 0. lg of solid Suspended in Sml benzene, with a 0.1N solution of n-butyl amine

in benzene. At the end point the basic colour of the indicator appeared [17]. The
basicity was measured by titrating 0. lg of solid suspended in Sm] of benzene with 0. IN

solution of trichloroacetic acid in benzene using the same indicators. At the end point
the colour of the indicator on the surface were the same as the colours which appeared

by adsorption of respective indicators on the acid sites. The colour of the benzene
solution was the basic colour at the end point, and it turned to the acidic colour by
adding an excess of acid[l8]. As the result of the titration lasting for 20 hours were the
same as those for 2 hours, 2 hours was taken for each titration.

Since the dark coloured oxides mask the indicator colour on the surface

the indicator colour change is not visible and the titration is not possible in the normal

fashion. So the titration was carried out by adding a known amount of white solid

material (alumina) in the titration mixture [19]. The end point of the titration was

taken by noting the colour change on the white standard material. A convenient
colour change was observed when 0.1g of the coloured oxide and lg of the white
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standard solid were taken. By comparing the acidity/ basicity of the white solid and the
combination, the acidity/ basicity of the coloured oxide was determined.

Catalytic activity measurements
Reduction Reaction :

0.5g of the catalyst after activation at a particular temperature was

placed in a 50m] R.B ﬂask equipped with a reﬂux condenser. 5 mmol of
cyclohexanone, 20 ml of isopropanol were added. The contents were heated under

reﬂux for 8 hours . The progress of the reaction was followed by measuring
cyclohexanone concentration before and after the reaction. The concentration of
cyclohexanone were found by absorbance measurements at the km of 237nm using a
UV—VIS-Spectrophotometer[20].

Oxidation Reaction:
In an RB ﬂask placed 0.5 g of the activated catalyst, 10cc of toluene

solution of cyclohexanol (0.25 mmol ), Benzophenone (14.6 m mol) and n-decane

(0.2 mmol) as an internal standard were placed. The contents were heated under
gentle reﬂux at 110°C for two hours [21]. The amount of cyclohexanone formed was
determined by a Perkin-Elmer 1022 Capillary Column GC with an FID detector.

Esteriﬁcation Reaction:
The esteriﬁcation was carried out in a RB ﬂask attached with a reﬂux

condenser in which the catalyst (lg), acetic acid (2 m mol), n- butanol (32 m mol)
and 2 drops of n-decane as an internal standard were added. The contents of the ﬂask
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were maintained at 98 °C and stirred continuously on a magnetic stirrer for 4 hours
[22]. The progress of the reaction was studied by gas chromatographic analysis on a
Chemito 8510 GC with an FID detector. The progress of the reaction was followed by
comparing the peak area of the product and the internal standard.
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INTRODUCTION
The thermochemistry of rare earth metal doped Zirconia indicates that

the addition of rare ea.rth metal increases the thermal stability of the host oxide and

stabilised it in a high surface area form [1]. The catalytic property of metal oxides
depend on many factors. Attempts are now being done to establish valid correlations
between the catalytic activity and other surface properties

A detailed review of the literature revealed that no attempts were made
to study the surface electron donating property and catalytic activity of mixed oxides of

zirconium with rare earth metals. Zirconium is a transition element and zirconia is
unique in exhibiting acid, base, oxidising and reducing properties. Further zirconia
based materials are now attracting much attention because of their promising potential

as catalysts for use in combustion and hydrogenation [2], Piezo electric ceramics and
thermal barriers.

In this work we have attempted to study the surface properties of the
mixed oxides of zirconia with the ﬁrst three lanthanides. Based on BET surface area,
chemisorption, temperature programmed reduction (TPR) and oxidation (TPO), X-ray

diffraction (XRD) and X-ray photoemission (XPS) chracterisation rare earth oxides

have been classiﬁed [3] into three classes according to their ability to create anion
vacancies
1. Oxides of the types Re2O3 which are unreducible,
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2. CeO2 where anion vacancy can be created extrinsically by the reduction process and

3. Pr5On and Tb4O7 where anion vacancy exists due to the non stochiometric nature of
these oxides

CeO2 have Cerium in +4 oxidation state. Pr6On contains Praseodymium in +3 and *4

oxidation states in the ratio 2:4 and Nd2O3 is the nonnal sesquioxide of neodymium
with the oxidation state of +3. Ce02 and Pr5O11 are nonstochiometric oxides.

The studies made are (1) The strength and distribution of electron
donor sites on the oxide surface. (2) The strength and distribution of acid and base

sites on the oxide surface (3) The catalytic activity of the oxide surface (4) Their
surface areas and the variation in the above properties with (a) Activation temperature
(b) Composition of the mixed oxides and (c) The rare earth element present.

3.1.]. Adsorption studies

The strength and distribution of electron donor sites on the oxide
surface were studied by adsorption of various electron acceptors with a range of
electron affinities. The electron donor properties of some of the oxides as a ﬁmction of

the basic nature of the medium were reported by many authors [4]. It was found that
the amount of electron acceptor adsorbed decreases with the increase in the basicity of

the medium, due to the competition between the solid base and the solvent base for

electron acceptor interaction. In this study the electron acceptor adsorption on the
oxide surfaces were done from acetonitiile, which is a very weak base [5].
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On the surface of the oxides there will be a distribution of electron
donor sites of various strength. The electron donor strength of a metal oxide is the
limiting electron affinity value of the electron acceptor for which free anion radical

formation is not expected on the oxide surface. The distribution or the amount of
electron donor sites of a particular strength is estimated by the amount of electron

acceptor adsorbed on the oxide surface. To study the strength and distribution of
electron donor sites on the catalysts, electron acceptors of various electron aﬂﬁnity
were used. They are listed in Table 1 with their respective electron afﬁnities.

Table 1 Electron Acceptors used

Electron Acceptor Electron Afﬁnity
7,7,8,8 Tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ) 2.84 eV
2,3,5,6 Tetrachloro-p—benzoquinone (Chloranil) 2.40 eV

1,4 Dinitrobenzene (PDNB) 1.77 eV
1,3 Dinitrobenzene (MDNB) 1.26eV

For all the oxides studied the amount of PDNB and MDNB adsorbed

was so negligible that the amount adsorbed could not be estimated by
spectrophotometric method. For most of the oxides chloranil and TCNQ were
adsorbed on the oxide surface. The adsorption isotherms are of Langmuir type,

suggesting a chemical monolayer adsorption. It is verified by the linear plot of
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Ceq/Cad against Ceq, where Ceq is the equilibrium concentration in mole dm'3 and

Cad is the amount adsorbed in mole per square metre (Figure 3.1). The limiting
amount of electron acceptors adsorbed, which corresponds to monolayer coverage
were detennined from the Langmuir plots (Figures 3.6 to 3.11).

When the electron acceptors were adsorbed on the oxide surface, the
catalyst surface acquired a characteristic colouration owing to the interaction between
electron acceptor adsorbed and the oxide surface [6]. Chloranil gave light to dark pink

colour to the oxides and TCNQ gave dark green to bluish green colour to the oxides,
the colour intensiﬁes with increase in zirconium content.

4

The nature of interaction of electron acceptor with the oxide surface

was studied by reﬂectance spectra of the solid aﬁer adsorption. The spectra of
adsorbed TCNQ on solid oxide gave bands below 400 nm and near 600 nm. The ﬁrst
one corresponds to physically adsorbed state of neutral TCNQ which has an absorption

band at 395 nm [7]. The band near 600 nm corresponds to dimeric TCNQ radical
which absorbs at 643 nm [8]. In the case of chloranil the broad band extending up to

700 nm corresponds to chloranil anion radical [9]. In the case of oxides under study
these assignments do not hold completely because these oxides have characteristic band
in the same region.

The nature of interaction of the electron acceptor with the oxide surface

was also investigated by esr spectra. The esr spectra indicated the presence of radical

species. The samples after TCNQ adsorption gave unresolved esr spectra with a g
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value of 2.003, due to the hindered rotational freedom of the adsorbed species which
obscures the hyperﬁne stmcture of the spectrum. These spectra have been identiﬁed as

being those of TCNQ anion radicals [10]. The coloured samples obtained by the
adsorption chloranil gave an unresolved esr spectra with a g value of 2.01] [1 1]. The

radical concentrations of TCNQ and chloranil adsorbed were calculated and plotted

against equilibrium concentrations. The isothenns obtained were also of Langmuir
type (Figures 3.4 & 3.5) and of the same shape as the plot of the amount of electron
acceptor adsorbed.

The limiting amount of radical concentration of TCNQ on the surface is

a measure of the total number of electron donor sites on the oxide surface. The
amount adsorbed increases with increase in electron afﬁnity of the electron acceptor.

The strong electron acceptors like TCNQ are capable of forming anion radicals even

from weak donor sites whereas weak acceptor like MDNB are capable of forming
anion radicals only at strong donor sites. Hence the limiting radical concentration of
the weak acceptor is a measure of the number of strong donor sites on the surface and

that for a strong acceptor is the sum of all weak and strong donor sites on the surface.

It is found that the limiting radical concentration and the limiting amount adsorbed
decreases with decrease in the electron aﬂinity of the acceptor.
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3.1.2 Acid- Base Properties
Another property being studied is the surface acidity and basicity of the

catalysts. The strength and distribution of acidic and basic sites on the oxide surface
were studied using a series of Hammett indicators [12]. They are given in Table 2.

Table 2 Hammett Indicators Used

Hammett Indicator ‘pK. Acid Colour Base Colour

Crystal violet 0.8 Yellow Blue
Dimethyl Yellow 3 . 3 Red Yellow

Methyl Red 4.8 Red Yellow
Neutral red 6.8 Red Yellow
Bromo Thymol Blue 7.2 Yellow Blue
4-Nitroaniline 1 8.4 Yellow colourless
The oxides under study responded only to Dimethyl yellow, Methyl red
and Bromothymol blue. Acidity at various acid strengths of the oxide was measured by

titrating solid suspended in benzene with O.1N n-butyl amine in benzene. Basicity was

measured by titrating solid suspended in benzene with 0.1N tiichloroacetic acid in

benzene, using the same set of indicators as for acidity measurement. By this
procedures we measured acid / base strength distribution on a common scale [13]. The

acid-base strength distribution curves intersect at a point on the abscissa where acidity
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= basicity = 0 [14]. The point of intersection deﬁned as H.,,.,._,,, value was determined

for the oxides and are reported. Ham value can be regarded as a practical parameter

to represent the acid-base properties of solids. A solid with a large Ham, value has
strong basic sites and weak acid sites. On the other hand, a solid with a small Ham,
value has strong acid sites and weak basic sites.

3.1.3. Catalytic Activity Of Oxides
The catalytic activity of the oxides were studied for three reactions viz.

1. Reduction of cyclohexanone in isopropanol.

2. Oxidation of cyclohexanol with benzophenone.

3. Esteriﬁcation of acetic acid with butanol .

All the reactions showed a ﬁrst order dependence on the concentrations of the

reactants (underlined) under the experimental conditions adopted. For reduction

reaction the progress of the reaction was followed by noting the change in
concentrations of cyclohexanone (the absorbance at 283nm using a UV visible
spectrophotometer) . The oxidation and esteriﬁcation reactions are followed by a gas

chromatograph using n-decane as an internal standard. The rate constants are
calculated using the ﬁrst order rate equation. Catalytic activity is reported as the first

order rate constants per unit surface area of the catalyst. The speciﬁc surface area of

the oxides were determined by BET method using Carlo Erba Strumentazion
Sorptomatic series 1800.
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The Ce02 is found to have a nonna] Rutile structure in which the Ce“

ion is six coordinated with no paramagnetic -susceptibility [15]. In this chapter
Catalytic activity, Electron donor Properties, and surface acid-base properties of

Cen'um-Zirconium mixed oxides were reported at three activation temperatures
(300°C, 500°C and 800°C). The effect of activation temperature and composition on

acid-base properties, surface electron donor properties and surface areas were also

studied . The data were correlated with their catalytic activities. The mixed oxides

with various compositions, Viz. 20, 40, 60 and 80% of the rare earth oxide were
studied. For comparison pure oxides were also incorporated in the study. The mixed

oxides were prepared through the hydroxide route. The mixed oxides with various
compositions, Viz. 20, 40, 60 and 80 % (abbreviated as 20 Ce, 40 Ce, 60 Ce and 80
Ce) of the rare earth oxide were prepared. Pure oxides were also prepared in the same
fashion.

3.2.1 Surface Areas
CeO2 and ZrO2 have comparable surface areas and their surface areas

decrease with increase in activation temperature (Table 3.1, Figures 3.2 &3.3). The
rate of decrease also appears to be same for the two oxides. For the mixed oxides the
surface areas are less than the pure components at the activation temperatures of 300°C

and 500°C. At 300°C the decrease is more for the cerium rich oxides (60 Ce and 80
Ce). At 500°C the decrease in surface areas is more for zirconium rich samples (20 Ce

and 40 Ce). At 800°C a different trend is observed, the surface areas of mixed
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Table 3.1 Surface Areas of Cerium-Zirconium Mixed Oxides
Activated at Ditferent Temperatures

Weight % of

Rare
EarthActivated
Surface ‘Areas
oxide
at

300°C 500°C 800°C

0 200.3 61.496 29.75
20 193.29 30.72 46.34
40 173.32 11.36 45.15
60 124.30 45.92 33.39
80 99.44 66.54 32.90
100 200.35 66.42 29.00
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Table 3. 2 Limiting Amounts of Electron Acceptors
Adsorbed on Cerium -Zirconium Mixed Oxides
Activated at Different Temperatures

Weight %of Activat. Limiting amount Adsorbed

CeO2 Temp. 10 '6 mol /sg.m

“C TCNQ Chloranil

0 300 0.9656 0.6933
20 300 0.6833 0.4861
40 300 0.4964 0.2603
60 300 0.3133 0.2454

80 300 1.4137 0.8401
100 300 1.1910 0.5201

0 500 2.0814 1.0613
20 500 2.4141 0.8984
40 500 3.0810 0.5282
60 500 0.2450 0
80 500 1.7399 0.8452

100 500 0.3372 0.2050

0 800 2.2064 0.6835
20 800 0.5243 0
40 800 0.2182 0.0974
60 800 0.4306 0.3078

80 800 1.0358 0

100 800 0.2323 0.0301
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oxides are found to have higher values than the pure component oxides. The increment

is very small and is more for the zirconium rich samples. In general surface areas are
found to be improved by mixing of the oxides only at higher temperatures eventhough
the increment is small.

3.2.2. Electron Donor properties.
The electron donor properties of Ce - Zr mixed oxides depend both on
activation temperature and composition of the mixed oxides as well as on the electron

affinity of the electron acceptor (See Table 3.2, Figures 3.12 to 3.15). In the case of

pure ZrO2 , the limiting amount of TCNQ adsorbed increase with activation
temperature and the rate of increase is more in between 300°C to 500°C than between

500°C to 800°C. In the case of ceria the trend is just reversed. The limiting amount

decreased with increase in activation temperature. The decrease is more steep
between 300 to 500°C than between 500 to 800°C. In the case of 60 Ce the limiting
amount ﬁrst decreased from 300 to 500°C and then increased, however, the increase is

very small. For all other mixed oxides (20 Ce, 40 Ce, 80 Ce), the limiting amount is

maximum at 500°C. In the case of 20 Ce and 40 Ce they have high electron donor
properties than the pure component oxides at 500°C. For 80 Ce the limiting amount of

TCNQ adsorbed is large at 300°C and is greater than both the pure oxides. At 800°C

pure Zr02 is having the highest value for limiting amount of TCNQ adsorbed, CeO2
having the lowest value and the mixed oxides having intermediate values.
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For chloranil adsorption all the limiting amounts are found to be less
than that for TCNQ. The liming amounts adsorbed on ZrO2 increased ﬁrst from 300

to 500°C and then decreased. In the case of ceria the limiting amount adsorbed
gradually decreased with increase in activation temperature. For 80 Ce the limiting

amount adsorbed at 300°C is greater than the pure component oxides. All the
remaining compositions have lower values than the component oxides, 60 Ce having

the lowest value. At 500°C ZrO2 is having the highest value for limiting amount
adsorbed. 80 Ce, 40 Ce and 20 Ce have intennediate values between the component

oxides: For 60 Ce it does not give chloranil adsorption. At 800°C, 20 Ce and 80 Ce
do not give chloranil adsorption, 40 Ce and 60 Ce having values in between those of
component oxides. For 20 Ce and 40 Ce the limiting amount adsorbed is maximum at
500°C. For 60 Ce the maximum value is at 800°C. For 80 Ce the value does not differ
much from 300 to 500°C . At 800°C it does not give chloranil adsorption.

Two possible electron sources exist on the metal oxide surface
responsible for electron transfer. One of these has electrons trapped in intrinsic defect

and other has hydroxyl ions [16]. At lower temperatures electron donor sites are
associated with unsolvated hydroxyl ions and at higher activation temperatures an
electron defect centre is produced. It is reported that free electron defect site on metal
oxide surface is created at activation temperatures above 500°C. It has been suggested

that at higher activation temperatures the donor site consists of a co-ordinatively
unsaturated doubly charged oxygen ion (02 GUS) associated with a nearby OH‘ group
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and the concentration of this donor site is related to the base strength of the surface
[17]. The more basic the surface, the higher is the number of oxygen ions which can
transfer the electron to the acceptor molecule.

3.2.3 Acid - Base Properties
ZrO2 and Ce02 have acidic and basic sites on the surface (See Table

3.3, Figures 3.16 to 3.30). For pure ZrO2 at PL, 2 3.3, the base amount increased
from 300°C to 500°C and then decreased at the activation temperature of 800°C. For

pure CeO2 at Ho 2 3.3, basicity is maximum for sample activated at 800°C. At Ho 2

3.3 all mixed oxides at all activation temperatures have basicity less than ZrO2. It is

found that acidity is being generated on mixing CeO2 and ZrO2 . Acidity cannot be

expressed as the sum of the acidities of the component oxides. At Ho 2 3.3 acidity
generated is maximum at an activation temperature of 800°C.

At the acid strength of Ho 2 4.8, ZrO2 is more basic than CeO2. 20 Ce

is found to have more basic sites at activation temperatures of 300°C and 800°C.
Acidity is generated for all mixed oxides at all activation temperatures. The basicity is

found to depend on activation temperature, basicity being decreased with increase in
activation temperature. Samples activated at 800°C are the most acidic for 40 Ce and
60 Ce. For 20 Ce and 80 Ce, they have maximum acidity at 500°C.
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Table 3.3 Acid-Base strength Distribution on Cerium-Zirconium Mixed Oxides
Activated at different Temperatures

Weight Activat. Basicity Acidity Basicity Acidity Basicit Acidity PL,_.,.,.,

% of Temp. H0233 11053.3 H.,24.8 H,,s4.8 H0272 H.,s7.2
CeO2

°C 103 m mol m'2
0 300 0.966 - 0.236 - - 0.168 5.6
20 300 0.352 - 0.305 - - 0.538 5.9
40 300 - 0.715 - 0.139 - 0.030 4.5
60 300 0.105 - - 0.965 - 0.129 3.8
80 300 0.191 - 0.064 - - 0.016 6.5
100 300 0.549 - 0.125 - - 0.374 5.3
0 500 2.738 - 0.107 - — 2.745 4.9
20 500 1.400 - - 4.492 - 9.993 3.6
40 500 2.113 - - 8.363 - 14.080 3.55
60 500 0.740 - - 1.851 - 5.226 3.7
80 500 0.346 - - 0.842 - 0.255 3.7
100 500 0.557 - 0.271 - - 5.063 5.1

0 800 2.450 - 0.400 - - 3.079 5.0

20 800 2.395 - 7.552 - - 9.278 3.65
40 800 - 5.537 - 16.830 - 17.500 2.7
60 800 - 7.187 - 20.360 - 26.502 2.6
80 800 1.945 - 0 - 0.6686 - 4.8
100 800 1.966 - 0.586 - - 2.069 5.4
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At an acid strength of Ho 3 7.2, CeO2 and ZrO2 are both acidic and the

amount of acid sites depend on the activation temperature. For ZrO2 , the acid amount

increased with activation temperature and has the maximum value at 800°C. In the

case of CeO2 the acid amount ﬁrst increased with activation temperature and then
decreased. It has the maximum value at 500°C. All the mixed oxides except 80 Ce
show acidity, by activation at 800°C. The acid amount is maximum in the case of 60

Ce followed by 40 Ce at 800°C. At 500°C, 40 Ce is having the highest acid amount.
At 300°C, acidity is generated only to a small extent.

As the covalency (charge to radius ratio ) of the oxide is greater, the
oxide will be more acidic [18] . Ce is having +4 charge and the ionic radius will be
less than the trivalent ions and so the covalency of the metal ion in the oxide will be
higher and CeO2 is found to be more acidic than the other two rare earth oxides.

According to Tanabe’s hypothesis [19] , acidity generation is by an
excess of a positive or negative charge in the model structure of a binary oxide. The
model structure is pictured according to the following two postulates.

l. The coordination number of the positive element of a metal oxide, C1, and that
of the second metal oxide, C2, are maintained evenwhen mixed.

2. The coordination number of the negative element (oxygen) of the major
component oxide is retained for all oxygens in the binary oxide.
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The coordination numbers of Ce is six and oxygen is three in pure
CeO2. The coordination numbers of Zr is eight and oxygen is four in pure ZrO2.
When the two oxides are mixed with ZrO2 as the major component, coordination

numbers of the cations will remain as such but that of the anion will be 4 as by
postulate l & 2. In its structure the positive charge of the Ce ( the added cation ) will

be distributed along six bonds (+4/6 for each bond). The negative charge of the

oxygen will be distributed along four bonds (-2/4 for each bond). The charge
imbalance produced at one Ce-O bond is (+4/6 - 2/4 = +1/6) +1/6, and the total
charge ditference produced by one Ce cation is (6 x +1/6) +1. In this case Lewis
acidity is assumed to appear upon the presence of an excess positive charge.

When the two oxides are mixed with CeO2 as the major component, the
coordination number of cation will remain as such and that of the anion will be three (as

in CeO2). In its structure the positive charge of the Zr ( the added cation) will be
distributed along eight bonds (+4/8 for each bond). The negative charge of the oxygen

will be distributed along three bonds (-2/3 for each bond ). The charge imbalance
produced at one Zr-O bond is (+4/8 - 2/3 = -1/6) -1/6, and the total charge difference

produced by one Zr cation is (8 x -1/6) -8/6. In this case Bronsted acidity is assumed
to appear, because eight protons are considered to associate with six oxygens to keep

electrical neutrality. In all cases of Ce- Zr mixed oxides acidity is generated and it
agrees well with our studies.
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3.2.4 Catalytic activity
(See Table 3.4, Figures 3.31 to 3.35)
Reduction reaction

CeO2 activated at 500°C and 800°C does not show catalytic activity. It

exhibits maximum activity for samples activated at 300°C. Pure zirconia also show
high catalytic activity at an activation temperature of 300°C. The reduction activity for

zirconia ﬁrst increased with activation temperature and then decreased to zero value.
At the activation temperature of 300°C all the mixed oxide have reduction activity less

than that of the component oxide. Among the mixed oxides 40 Ce is having the largest

value for rate constant . For samples activated at 500°C, the mixed oxides exhibit
more activity than the pure component oxides, 40 Ce exhibiting the highest value. All

the samples activated at 800°C do not have any reduction activity. For all the mixed

oxides, highest activity is exhibited when the samples are preheated at 500°C.
Activation at 500°C generates many active sites for this particular reaction for the Ce

Zr mixed oxides. But all of them are found to be deactivated when the sample is
preheated at 800°C.

The active sites for the reduction reaction is still uncertain. The
proposed mechanism involves the following steps (Scheme 1) [20].

1. The attachment of the isopropanol ( hydrogen source), as an alkoxide on an acid

site, with the proton abstracted on a base site on the catalyst surface (both
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acid and base sites involved in it) .

2. A hydride ion abstraction by the carbonyl carbon

3. Subsequent bond rearrangement
4. Desorption of the alkoxide formed as the alcohol by accepting a proton either from
a Bronsted acid site or from the medium.

It is an acid- base biﬁmctional catalysis. The activity depends on the amount of acid /

base sites. If they are very small in number, the availability of the particular type of

site detemiine the rate of the reaction. For a suﬂiciently basic oxide, the rate of
reaction may depend on the amount of acid sites coexisting with the basic sites and
vice-versa.

Oxidation reaction

Oxidation reaction is 100 times faster than reduction reaction catalysed
by these oxides. Pure zirconia shows the highest activity when it is activated at 300°C.

The activity increases with activation temperature. The catalytic activity for ceria is
less than that for zirconia. All the mixed oxides have activities intermediate between

those of the component oxides. All samples activated at 500°C have more oxidation
activity than those activated at 300°C. 40 Ce is having the highest value for catalytic
activity at 500°C. On going from 500°C to 800°C, the oxidation activity decreased in

the case of 20 Ce, 40 Ce and 60 Ce. But in the case of ZrO2, 80Ce and CeO2, the
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Table 3. 4
Catalytic activity of Cerium-Zirconium mixed oxides Activated at Different
Temperatures

Wt % Act. Reduction of Oxidation of Esteriﬁcation
of Temp Cyclohexanone Cyclohaxanol Reaction
C602

° Cconver
% Constant
Rateconvers
% Rate
% Rate
Constant conve Constant
sion (1 0'7 s" m’) ion (10'5 s" m'2) rsion (107 s" m?)

0 300 25.19 1.006 95.97 0.445
20 300 5.75 0.213 88.20 0.307
40 300 19.50 0.869 82.01 0.275
60 300 2.10 0.118 84.58 0.418
80 300 1.80 0.127 84.95 0.529
100 300 25.23 1.065 68.75 0.161

0 500 11.05 1.320 87.24 0.930 10.53 2.513
20 500 6.26 1.462 84.94 1.712 30.99 16.773
40 500 12.96 8.487 84.63 4.580 26.46 37.583
60 500 2.59 0.397 83.08 1.075 38.86 14.884
80 500 8.42 0.918 77.92 0.631 55.19 16.759

100 500 0 0 60.20 0.385 0 0
0 800 0 0 83.90 1.706
20 800 0 0 89.29 1.339

40 800 0 O 77.43 0.916
60 800 O 0 41.02 0.439
80 800 O 0 68.05 0.963
100 800 0 0 58.22 0.836
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oxidation activiy increased at 800°C. The oxidation activity is found to depend on
activation temperature and composition of the oxides.
Several types of mechanisms are proposed for oxidation reactions.

a. The Mars—van-Krevelen [2]] mechanism in which the addition of a lattice oxygen is
involved.

In heterogeneous oxidation reactions in which catalytically active oxides

are used, lattice oxygen is used by the reaction. Lattice oxygen then appears in the
oxidation products, while oxygen vacancy in the catalyst is replenished by the gaseous
molecular oxygen.

Here the activity and selectivity of the oxidation reaction depend on
the metal-oxygen bond strength (the valency of the metal ion),

the co-ordination of the metal in the lattice,

the stability and the properties of the defects, and
the morphology of the material.

b. Oxidation takes place by dehydrogenation.

Alcohols are adsorbed by heterolytic dissociation at room temperature

on a dehydroxylated surface with a proton going to a suiface lattice oxygen and the
alkoxide to a surface cation.

ROH + Zn-O-—) R 0- Zn- 0 -H
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For example methoxide has been detected when methanol is adsorbed

on Zn0[22] and M00; [23]. Similarly ethoxide is found to be fonned on M00; [24]
and ZnO [25]. 1-Propoxide is fonned from 1-propanol [25] and 2-Propoxide is formed

from 2-propanol [26]. 2-propoxide is oxidised to a surface enolate which eventually is
desorbed as acetone.

The dehydrogenation of the alcohol hydroxyl group may proceed
(Scheme l) on hydrogen accepting sites with base character oxygen atoms from the

oxide lattice. The dehydrogenation of the ring seems to be related rather to the
transition metal. Most of the metal oxides have acid sites and hydrogen accepting sites,

not only the metal ions but also the basic oxygen atoms have a hydrogen accepting
ability.

Scheme] .
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Esteriﬁcation Reaction

Pure CeO2 does not catalyse the esteriﬁcation reaction of acetic acid
with n-butanol. But ZrO2 catalyses the esteriﬁcation reaction to a certain extent. The
mixed oxides show very high activity for the esteriﬁcation reaction, 40Ce exhibiting the

highest value. The mixing of CeO2 and ZrO2 generates a number of sites which are
active in the esteriﬁcation reaction.

Industrially important esteriﬁcations are the reactions of alcohol with

saturated and unsaturated aliphatic carboxylic acids, eg: acetic acid, fatty acids and
acrylic acid and aromatic dicarboxylic acids such as terephthalic acid. These reactions
may be carried out in both liquid and vapour phases. Esteriﬁcation reaction are usually

limited by equilibrium particularly in liquid phase. Continuous removal of water
produced and/or operation with an excess of one of the reactants are necessary to
obtain higher yields of ester. Vapour phase esteriﬁcation is favoured from this stand
point, and numerous studies have been directed toward the use of solid acid catalyst.

Typical catalyst for homogeneous liquid phase reaction are mineral acids and metal
alkoxide.

Ion exchange resin are representative solid catalysts. Several
esteriﬁcation reactions using ﬂuorinated ion exchange resins such as Naﬁon have also

been attempted, since they have higher thermal and chemical stability. Various
inorganic solid acids such as Silica, alumina, Zeolites, layered clays, (SO42') treated
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TiO2 , Niobic acid and heteropoly acids have also been applied to vapour phase and
liquid phase esteriﬁcations with good results [27].

Side reactions are usually dehydration of alcohol to form oleﬁn and

ethers and some times polymerisation. Dissolution of catalytic active sites on the
surface and thermal stability, which shorten the life of catalyst are other important
consideration in the use of solid acids. The reaction of acetic acid and n-butanol in the

liquid phase catalysed by HZSM-5 proceeds according to a rate equation which is of

the ﬁrst order with respect to acetic acid and of the zeroth order with respect to n
butanol [28, 29].

A plausible mechanism in which Bronsted acid sites are involved in the reaction is as
follows.

RCOOH+ l-I‘ <:> RC+(OH)2 + ROH <:> RC(OH)(OH2+ )(OR1) <:> RCOOR'+H20

Esteriﬁcation can also be catalysed by Lewis acid sites (Metal ions in
low coordination) [30]. In this case esteriﬁcation proceeds by combination of strongly

adsorbed carboxylate ion and alkoxide ion on adjacent Lewis acid sites. This type of
mechanism [31] is more prominent in vapour phase esteriﬁcation.
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Figure 3.1
Linear form of Langmuir adsorption isotherm

of chloranil on CeO2 activated at 300 °C
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Figure 3.3
Surface areas of Cc-Zr Mixed Oxides

Figure 3.2
Surface areas of Ce-Zr mixed
Oxides as a function of

at Different activation temperatures
as a function of composition.
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Figure 3.5

Figure 3.4
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Figure 3.6
Adsorption isotherms of electron acceptors

Figure 3.7
Adsorption isotherms of electron acceptors

on ZrO2 activated at different temperature

on CeO2 at different activation temperatures
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Figure 3.8
Adsorption isotherms of electron acceptors on
20 Ce activated at different temperatures

Figure 3.9
Adsorption isotherms of electron acceptors on
40 Ce activated at different temperatures
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Figure 3.11
Adsorption isotherms of electron acceptors on
80 Ce activated at different temperatures

Figure 3.10
Adsorption isotherms of electron acceptors on
60C e activated at different temperatures
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Figure 3.12 Figure 3.13
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Figure 3.16
Acid -Base Strength distribution curves on

ZrO2 at different activation temperatures
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Figure 3.17
Acid -Base Strength Distribution on Ce -Zr
mixed oxides activated at 300°C

Figure 3.18
Acid -Base Strength Distribution on Ce -Zr
mixed oxides activated at 300°C
as a function of composition
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Figure 3.20
Acid -Base Strength Distribution on Ce -Zr
mixed oxides activated at 500°C

Figure 3.19
Acid -Base Strength Distribution on Ce -Zr
mixed oxides activated at 500°C

as a ftmction of composition
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Figure 3.30

HMm values of Ce -Zr mixed oxides
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Figure 3.31

Catalytic Activity for reduction reaction
of Ce-Zr mixed oxides as a function

Activity Reduction Reaction as a function
of composition of Ce-Zr Mixed oxides
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Figure 3.34
Activity- Oxidation Reaction as a
function of composition of
Ce-Zr Mixed oxides

Catalytic Activity for oxidation reaction
of Ce-Zr mixed oxides as a function of
activation temperature
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Figure 3.35
Activity- Esteriﬁcation Reaction as a function
of composition of Ce-Zr Mixed oxides
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CHAPTER 4.
AClD- BA.S1;,,SUREACE ELECTRON DONATINE <§.

CATALYTIC PROPERTIES Of‘ PRASEODYMIUM =
ZIRCONIUM MIXED OXIDES.
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Zirconia is reported as an excellent catalyst [l,2], and very good
supporting material [3] , for many reactions. It shows both acidic and basic properties,

the addition of basic oxides (La) suppress the acidic behaviour whereas addition of an

acidic oxide promotes acidic property [4]. Sulfated zirconia is known as a superacid
and it is shown [5] to be a better acid catalyst than Amberlyst—15. Rare earth oxides,
are basic and can act as effective catalysts for a number of reactions [6]. Praseodymia,
one among the rare earth oxides is a nonstochiometric, paramagnetic oxide having Pr in

+3 and +4 oxidation states in the ratio 1:2. Due to its nonstochiometric nature it has

intrinsic oxygen vaccancies [7] and a higher amount of chemisorbed oxygen on its
surface. The lattice oxygen atoms in Pr6Ou play a major role in its catalytic activity

[8]. So far no attempt has been made to study the effect of mixing of ZrO2 with
Pr6On on their surface properties. In this chapter the acid/base properties, surface
electron donor properties and the catalytic activity of Praseodymium - Zirconium mixed

oxides are reported at various compositions at an activation temperature of 500°C.

The acid/ base and surface electron donating properties and the
catalytic activity of Praseodymium - Zirconium mixed oxides at various compositions

at an activation temperature of 500°C were studied. The mixed oxides with various

compositions ,Viz 20, 40, 60 and 80% of the rare earth oxide were studied. For
comparison pure oxides were also incorparated in the study. The mixed oxides were
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prepared through the hydroxide route. The hydroxides were precipitated by adding 1:]

ammonia to a solution containing calculated quantities of praseodymium nitrate and
zirconyl nitrate. The precipitate is then thoroughly washed free from nitrate ions and

dried at 120° C, then calcined at 300° C for two hours to get the oxide. The calcined

samples were then zieved to get oxides with 100- 200 mesh size. The mixed oxides
with various compositions ,Viz 20, 40, 60 and 80 % (abbreviated as 20 Pr, 40 Pr, 60

Pr and 80 Pr) of the rare earth oxide were prepared. Pure oxides were also prepared

in the same fashion. All the oxides were heat treated at a particular temperature,
namely 500°C for two hours prior to each experiment. All the reagents were puriﬁed

by standard methods (Ref. chapter 2) before use. The catalytic activities have been
correlated with electron donating properties and surface acidity/basicity of the oxides.

4.1 Surface areas

Surface areas of Pr6O.. is very small compared to that of ZrO2 (Table
4.1 and Figure 4.1). On mixing the oxides the surface areas are increased. The surface

area of ZrO2 is almost doubled by addition of 20 % Pr6On to it. For all the mixed
oxides, the surface areas are more than the pure component oxides, it is maximum for
20 Pr.
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4.2 Electron Donor Properties
The strength and distribution of electron donor sites are determined

from the studies on the adsorption of electron acceptors (EA) of various electron
aﬁinity in acetonitrile, a solvent with low basicity. The following electron acceptors
used are given in chapter 3, table 1.

The adsorption studies were carried out by a procedure reported earlier

[9]. The amount of electron acceptor adsorbed was determined by noting the
concentration of the electron acceptor before and aﬁer adsorption by means of a
UV-Visible spectrophotometer at the kmax of the EA in acetonitrile, ie.at 393.5, 288,
262 and 237 nm for TCNQ, Chloranil, PDNB and MDNB respectively.

The adsorption of EA on the oxides were of Langmuir type. From the

Langmuir plots (Figure 4.2 & 4.3) the limiting amount of EA adsorbed were
detennined (Table 4.1). In the case of PDNB and MDNB, adsorption was so negligible

that the amount could not be detected by spectrophotometric method. When EA were

adsorbed, the surface of the oxides showed characteristic coloration owing to the
interaction between the EA adsorbed and the oxide surface, [9] ( for dark colored

oxides the coloration was not detectable by visual method). The electron donor
property of pure praseodymia is less than that of zirconia. Highest value for electron

donating capacity is shown by 80 Pr followed by 60 Pr and then 20 Pr, which are
higher than that of the pure oxides. 40 Pr is having lower electron donating power than
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the pure component oxides. In the case of chloranil adsorption also the same trend is

followed, all the values being less than that for TCNQ. The extent of electron
acceptor adsorption depends on the electron affinity of the electron acceptor and on the

composition of the mixed oxide. The nature of the adsorbed species was studied by
ESR and Reﬂectance spectra of the adsorbed samples.

The limiting amount of TCNQ adsorbed is a measure of the total
number of electron donor sites on the surface. The extent of electron transfer depends

on the electron aﬁinity of the acceptor. Two possible electron sources exist on the
oxide surface capable of electron transfer, namely electrons trapped in intiinsic defects

and surface hydroxyl ions [10]. It has been reported at higher activation temperatures

the donor sites consists of a co-ordinatively unsaturated 0 associated with a nearby
OH. group and the concentration of these sites is related to the base strength of the
surface [11]. The more basic the surface the higher is the number of 02- which can
transfer electrons to the EA.

4.3 Acid- Base Properties
The surface acidityl basicity of the oxides were detennined by titration
method using the same set of Hammett indicators [12] given in chapter 3, table 2. The

oxides under study responded only to dimethyl yellow, methyl red and bromothymol

blue. The surface acidityl basicity of the dark colored oxides were determined by a
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modiﬁed procedure [13] . It was done by comparing the acidity/ basicity of the
combination of the oxide with a white standard oxide material with the standard oxide.

The acid! base strength distribution of the oxides were measured on a

common I-L, scale [14] (Table 4.2). The acid-base properties of Pr-Zr mixed oxides

change with composition of the mixed oxide. Pure ZrO2 is having both acidic and
basic sites . Praseodymia is having only basic sites . The acidity and basicity of the

mixed oxides are intennediate between those of the pure component oxides. The
acid/base strength distribution curves ( Figure 4.5) intersect at a point on the abscissa
where acidity = basicity = O [14] . The point of intersection is deﬁned as H0 mx- It can

be regarded as a practical parameter to represent acid /base properties on solids. A
solid with a large positive H0 max value has strong basic sites and weak acid sites and a
solid with a large negative H0 rm value has strong acid sites and weak basic sites.

Pr5On is a mixture of two crystalline fomis , the C (body centered
cubic, coordination number of cation 6 ) and A ( distorted hexagonal, coordination
number of cation 7) forms which are prominent in the rare earth oxides, the amount of

each form being varying [15] . According to Tanabe’s model [16] , Pr” in cubic form

when mixed with zirconia will not generate acidity, but in the A form it can generate

acidity on mixing. The A form is prominent at higher temperatures. Praseodymia
itself is a mixture of Pr” and Pr”, and there will be a small amount of intrinsic acidity
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in it , which will not be much affected by the addition of Zr”. Acidities present in the
mixed oxides are only the sum of their components or slightly more.

4.4 Catalytic activity measurements.

The catalytic activity of the mixed oxides for three reactions Viz.
reduction of cyclohexanone, oxidation of cyclohexanol and esteriﬁcation of acetic acid

with n-butanol were studied ( See Table 4.3). The catalytic activity is expressed as
the first order rate constant per m2 of the oxide surface.

The rate constant for the reduction is very small when catalysed by
praseodymia. Zirconia is having a higher value for activity than praseodymia. All the

mixed oxides are having higher activities than the pure oxides. The activity is the

highest for 40 Pr. The active sites for the reduction reaction is still uncertain.
Shibagaki et al proposed a mechanism involving the adsorption of ketone and alcohol
on the oxide surface [17] (See section 3.2.4).

It is an acid- base biﬁinctional catalysis. The activity can depend on the

amount of acid I base sites, if they are very small in number the availability of the
particular type of site determine the rate of the reaction. For a suﬂiciently basic oxide,

the rate of reaction may depend on the amount of acid sites coexisting with the basic

sites and vice-versa. The active sites for the reaction may be surface OH ,0 or
lattice disorders such as trapped electrons formed in the system. The latter two
increase in concentration at high activation temperatures. Surface 02‘ are fonned by
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sintering of surface OH‘. The catalytic activity showed dependence on both the
surface acidity and basicity, however the relationship is not straight forward. The lack

of a linear relationship between activity and basicity implies the involvement of acid
sites also in the reaction, the exact nature being unknown [1 1] .

Praseodymia is having a very high value of rate constant for the
oxidation of cyclohexanol. This can be due to the availability of lattice oxygens [7] (

high mobility through the intrinsic oxygen vaccancies) to take part in the reaction or
due to the presence of chemisorbed oxygen [8] on its surface. The activity is more for

Pr6On than that for zirconia. The mixed oxides are having lower values of catalytic

activity than pure praseodymia and zirconia. Sites which catalyse the oxidation
reactions are not generated on mixing the two oxides.

Praseodymium oxide does not catalyse the esteriﬁcation reaction while

zirconia catalyses the same reaction. Esteriﬁcation reaction is a typical acid catalysed

reaction, zirconia having a polyﬁinctional behaviour, have acid sites on it. All the
mixed oxides catalyse the esteriﬁcation reaction but the activity is less than that for
zirconia. Among the mixed oxides 40 Pr and 60 Pr are having higher activity than 20

Pr and 80 Pr. In 40 Pr and 60 Pr (both having the higher amount of Pr-O-Zr bonds
than 20 Pr and 80 Pr) have higher amount of acidity associated with them and will
catalyse the esteriﬁcation reaction more effectively.
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Table 4.1. Surface areas & Limiting Amounts of Electron Acceptors Adsorbed on
Praseodymium -Zirconium Mixed Oxides activated at 500°C

Weight % Surface Areas Limiting amount Adsorbed

ofPr501, m2 g" 10 *5 mol /sq.m

TCNQ Chloranil

0 61.50 2.081 1.061

20 127.56 2.138 1.129
40 101.59 1.961 0.951

60 90.17 2.145 0.855
80 69.90 3.311 1.251
100 11.40 0.744 0.339
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Table 4. 2 .Acid-Base strength Distribution on Praseodymium—Zirconium Mixed Oxides
activated at 500°C

Weight % Basicity Basicity Basicity Acidity

of Pr601.
10’3 m mo] m'2 I-Ioﬂx
I-1023.3 H0243 H0272 I-L,S7.2

0 2.738 0.107 - 2.745 4.89

20 2.512 2.000 — 2.431 6.05

40 2.074 1.693 - 2.012 6.09
60 2.814 1.704 - 1.231 6.26
80 3.274 1.813 - 0.081 7.04
100 4.210 2.880 0.082 - 7.22
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Table 4.3. Catalytic activity of Praseodymium—Zirconium mixed oxides Activated at
500°C

Weight Reduction of Oxidation of Estedﬁcation Reaction
% of Cyclohexanone Cyclohaxanol
P1‘501|

on on on

% Rate Constant % Rate Constant % Rate Constant

conversi (10'7 s" m'2) conversi (1O'5 s" m'2) conversi (10‘7 5“ ml)

0 11.05 1.320 87.24 0.930 10.53 2.513
20 34.71 2.321 89.20 0.485 0.74 0.081
40 34.25 2.867 91.75 0.682 6.70 0.948
60 19.31 1.653 95.02 0.924 6.38 1.015
80 11.00 1.158 88.79 0.870 1.19 0.238

100 1.10 0.612 95.59 7.607 0.00 
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Figure 4.1
Surface areas of Pr-Zr Mixed Oxides

Figure 4.2
Adsorption isotherms of TCNQ on Pr-Zr
Mixed oxides activated at 500°C
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Figure 4.5
Acid -Base Strength Distribution on Pr -Zr
mixed oxides activated at 500°C as

Figure 4.6
Acid- base strength distribution on Pr-Zr
Mixed Oxides Activated at 500°C
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Figure 4.9
Catalytic activity for Oxidation of
cyclohexanol on Pr -Zr mixed oxides
activated at 500°C

Catalytic activity for Esterification
of n-Butanol on Pr -Zr mixed oxides

as a function of composition
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CHAPTER
ACID-‘ BASE, SURFACE-2 ELECTRON DONATING <9.

CATALYTIC PROPERTIES 01-‘ NEODYMIUM 
ZIRCONIUM MIXED OXIDES.
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Flourite structure is the structure of the high temperature form of ZrO2

and of the so called stabilized Zirconias. At room temperature ZrO2 has a defomted

structure, derived from the ﬂuorite structure. Pure ZrO2 , when cooled from high
temperatures, undergoes several phase transitions which are accompanied by relatively

large volume changes. Due to the volume changes caused by the phase transitions,
sintered compacts of pure ZrO;; are pulverised on cooling. By doping ZrO2 with lower

valent ions the cubic structure is stabilized and remains viable down to room
temperature, even though it is metastable at that temperature.

In the stabilized Zirconias the oxygen vacancies, which are present as
the ionic majority defects, are randomly distributed over the crystallographic oxygen

positions. In particular, ordering effects may occcur at high dopant concentrations,

depending on the ratio of the radii of the Zr“ to dopant ion. When an equimolar
amount of trivalent ions has been added the fonnula of the mixed oxide is A2B207 and,

depending on the type of A and B ion an ordered super structure of the ﬂoun'te
structure, the pyrochlore structure is formed. Pyrochlore has a unit cell, consisting of 8

ﬂuorite cells with an ordered anangement of oxygen vacancies. Six of the remaining

oxygen are of the same crystallographic type the seventh has a different
crystallographic type. There is also cation ordering and the lattice is distorted in such a
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way that the smaller of the cations is surrounded by a distorted octahedron of oxygen,
the larger by a distorted cube of oxygens.

When comparing the phase diagrams of the different ZrO2 
Ln;;_O3 systems, it is clear that the pyrochlore structure becomes less stable as the radius

ratio r (Ln3+ )/r(Zr“ ) decreases. As a consequence of the lanthanide contraction, from

Gadolinium onwards the pyrochlore structure is no longer formed. Around the
corresponding composition the stable phase is then the cubic ﬂuorite structure with a
random distribution of the metal cations over the accessible sites in the structure [1].

In this chapter Catalytic activity, Electron donor Properties, and

surface acid-base properties of Neodymium-Zirconium mixed oxides are reported at

three activation temperatures (300°C, 500°C and 800°C). The effect of activation
temperature on acid-base properties, surface electron donor properties and surface
areas were studied . The data obtained were correlated with their catalytic activities.
The mixed oxides with various compositions, Viz 20, 40, 60 and

80% of the rare earth oxide were studied. For comparison pure oxides were also
incorporated in the study. The mixed oxides were prepared through the hydroxide

route. The mixed oxides with various compositions, Viz 20, 40, 60 and 80 %
(abbreviated as 20 Nd, 40 Nd, 60 Nd and 80 Nd) of the rare earth oxide were prepared.
Pure oxides were also prepared in the same fashion.
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5.1.1 Surface Area
ZrO2 is having very high surface area when activated at 300°C, surface

area decreased with activation temperature, the decrease is steep (table 5.1). In the
case of Nd203 the surface area is less compared to ZrO2 . The surface area of Nd2O-3

increases from 300°C up to 500°C and then decreases. At 300°C and 500°C, surface

areas of all mixed oxides are greater than that of neodymia. At all activation
temperature 20 Nd have larger surface areas than zirconia. At 800°C surface areas of

60 Nd and 40 Nd were less than the component oxides. However, surface areas can
be considered to be improved by the mixing of oxides especially at lower activation
temperatures.

5.1.2 Electron Donating Properties.
The strength and distribution of electron donor sites are determined

from the studies on the adsorption of electron acceptors (EA) of various electron
afﬁnity in acetonjtrile, a solvent with low basicity. The electron acceptors used are
given in chapter 3, table 1.

The adsorption studies were carried out by a procedure reported earlier

[2]. The amount of electron acceptor adsorbed was determined by noting the
concentration of the electron acceptor before and after adsorption by means of a
UV-Visible spectrophotometer at the lmax of the EA in acetonitrile, ie. at 393.5, 288,
262 and 237 nm for TCNQ, Chloranil, PDNB and MDNB respectively.
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The adsorption of EA on the oxides were of Langmuir type. From the

Langmuir plots (Figure 5.3 to 5.7) the limiting amount of EA adsorbed were
determined (Table 5.2). In the case of PDNB and 1‘vﬂ)NB, adsorption was so
negligible that the amount could not be detected by spectrophotometric method. When

EA were adsorbed, the surface of the oxides showed characteristic coloration owing to
the interaction between the EA adsorbed and the oxide surface [3].

The limiting amount of electron acceptor adsorbed depends on the
electron affinity of the electron acceptor. For ZrO2 the limiting amount of TCNQ
adsorbed increased with activation temperature having its maximum value for the
sample activated at 800°C. For pure Nd;O3 the limiting amount adsorbed is less than

that on ZrO2 having the same trend as for ZrO2 with the activation temperature,
having its maximum value at 800°C. At 300°C all the mixed oxides have large values

for limiting amount adsorbed than the component oxides. At 500°C the limiting
amount of TCNQ adsorbed on the mixed oxides is intermediate between those of the
component oxides, except in the case of 80 Nd which is having a higher value than the

component oxides. At 800°C the limiting amount of TCNQ adsorbed on 20 Nd and
80 Nd is intermediate between those at 300°C and 500°C. That is for these two mixed

oxides the limiting amount of TCNQ adsorbed ﬁrst increases with activation
temperature and then decreases. For 40 Nd and 60 Nd the limiting amount of TCNQ

adsorbed increased with activation temperature as in the case of pure oxides. For 40
Nd the increase is very steep from 500 to 800°C.
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The limiting amount of chloranil adsorbed on Zr02 increased from
300°C to 500°C and then decreased. In the case of neodymia the limiting amount
increased with activation temperature. Neodymia is having a very low EA adsorption

compared to zirconia. At 300°C the mixed oxides have higher value for the limiting

amount of chloranil adsorbed than pure component oxides. At 500°C all the mixed
oxides except 40 Nd are having higher values for limiting amount of chloranil adsorbed

than the component oxides. For 40 Nd activated at 500°C the limiting amount
adsorbed is intermediate between those of component oxides. 80 Nd is having the
highest value for samples activated at 300°C and 500°C. At 800°C 40 Nd is having a

lower value than the component oxides, all others have higher values than the
component oxides. 60 Nd has the highest value at 800°C.

5.1.3 Acid-Base properties
The surface acidity/ basicity of the oxides were determined by titration

method using the same set of Hammett indicators [4] ; given in chapter 3, table 2. Of

these the oxides under study responded only to dimethyl yellow, methyl red and
bromothymol blue the acidity/ basicity. The acid/ base strength distribution of the
oxides were measured on a common PL, scale [5] (Table 5.3, Figures 5.12 to 5.15 ).

Pure zirconia is more acidic than neodyrnia. The base amount of
zirconia increases ﬁrst with activation temperature up to 500°C and then decreases.

For neodymia the base amount increases with activation temperature having its
maximum at 800°C. At the acid strength of H. 2 3.3, base amount is less in the mixed
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oxides than the pure oxides. Acidity is being created on mixing the oxides. At
activation temperature 500°C, the base amount of all the mixed oxides is greater than
that activated at 300°C. For most of the mixed oxides the base amount for the samples

activated at 800°C is less than that at 500°C. For most of the mixed oxides the
maximum value of the base amounts are for samples activated at 500°C.

At the acid strength of Ho 2 4.8 the base amount of zirconia decreased
ﬁrst up to 500°C and then increased, the maximum exhibited at 800°C. For neodyrnia,
the base amount increased with activation temperature, showing its maximum at 800°C.

For all the mixed oxides activated at 300°C the base amount is less than the pure
component oxide. For samples activated at 500°C except 40 Nd have base amounts
greater than the pure component oxides. For samples activated at 800°C, all the mixed
oxides have less basicity than the component oxides, 40 Nd being the lowest.

At the acid strength of 1-1., 2 7.2 the pure oxides activated at 300°C and

500°C and ZrOg activated at 800°C are acidic. For samples activated at 300°C all the

mixed oxides except 40 Nd show basicity. At 500°C all the mixed oxides exhibit
basicity even though the pure oxides are acidic. For samples activated at 800°C all the
zirconium n'ch samples are acidic and then neodymium rich samples are basic.

The coordination numbers of Nd is six and oxygen is four in pure
Nd2O3. The coordination numbers of Zr is eight and oxygen is four in pure Zr0z .

When the two oxides are mixed with ZrO2 as the major component, coordination

numbers of the cations will remain as such but that of the anion will be 4 as by
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postulate I & 2 (refer section 3.2.3). In its structure the positive charge of the Nd

(the added cation ) will be distributed along six bonds (+3/6 for each bond). The
negative charge of the oxygen will be distributed along four bonds (-2/4 for each bond).

The charge imbalance produced at one Nd-O bond is (+3/6 - 2/4 = 0) zero, and the
total charge difference produced by one Nd cation is again zero. In this case no acidity
is assumed to appear upon the mixing of two oxides.

When the two oxides are mixed with Nd2O3 as the major component,
the coordination number of cation will remain as such and that of the anion will be four

( as in Nd2O3 ). In its structure the positive charge of the Zr (the added cation) will be
distributed along eight bonds (+4/8 for each bond). The negative charge of the oxygen

will be distributed along four bonds (-2/4 for each bond ). The charge imbalance
produced at one Zr-O bond is (+4/8 - 2/4 = 0) zero, and the total charge difference

produced by one Zr cation is again zero. In this case also no acidity is assumed to
appear, because no charge imbalance is created on mixing the oxides. In any case of
Nd - Zr mixed oxide acidity will not be generated according to Tanabe’s hypothesis and
it agrees well with our studies [6].

5.1.4 Catalytic activity
The catalytic activity of the mixed oxides for three reactions Viz.
reduction of cyclohexanone, oxidation of cyclohexanol and esteriﬁcation of acetic acid
with n-butanol were studied (table 5.4).
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Reduction Reaction (ﬁgures 5.24, 5.25)

Pure Zr02 have maximum activity at 300°C. Activity decreases with
increase in activation temperature, lowest value is at 800°C. Pure Nd2O3 also shows
maximum activity at 300°C, and has the same trend with the activation temperature as

in the case of ZrO2. Nd2O3 has very low activity compared to ZrO2. For the samples
activated at 800°C, pure oxides and all the mixed oxides except 20 Nd have no activity.

At 300°C all the mixed oxides are active for the reduction reaction, the activity is
intermediate between the component oxides. At 500°C all the mixed oxides have their

maximum activity. 4ONd and 60Nd have the highest activity at the activation
temperature of 500°C. A mechanism [7] has been proposed which involves both the
acid and the base sites in the reaction (refer section 3.2.4).

Oxidation reaction (ﬁgures 5.26, 5.27)

Pure Nd2O3 catalyses the oxidation of cyclohexanol to cyclohexanone,

the rate constants found to decrease with increase in activation temperature. In the

case of ZrO2, the catalytic activity is increasing with activation temperature, the
maximum being at 800°C. Among the samples activated at 300°C, Nd2O3 is having the

highest activity. All the mixed oxides except 80Nd are having rate constants
intermediate between the component oxides, 60 Nd having the lowest value. At the

activation temperature of 500°C, the catalytic activity of all the mixed oxides
increased except for 20 Nd . The largest value of the rate constant is for 80 Nd and the
lowest value is for 20 Nd.
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At an activation temperature of 800°C, all the mixed oxides have their
highest activities for the oxidation of cyclohexanol, 60 Nd having the largest value.

The DTA curve of Nd(O1-I); shows three endothermic effects. The
ﬁrst two peaks are due to dehydration, and the third is caused by two simultaneous

processes, namely, dehydration and decomposition of nitrate ions captured by the
hydroxide upon precipitation.

The DTA curve of commercial neodymia which had been kept in air

also shows three endothermic effects. The first two are caused by dehydration and

the last peak has been shown by mass spectrometric analysis to be due to the
evolution of carbon dioxide at 702-820 "C. The results of the thennogravimetric
study on commercial neodymia indicate abilities to rehydrate in air and to adsorb CO;
The thermal curves of Zirconium and Haﬁtium hydroxides, in an inert gas unlike those

of rare earth hydroxides show only one endo and one exothermal eﬂ‘ects. The ﬁrst
peak is caused by dehydration, the other by transition of the amorphous dioxide to a
crystalline dioxide. They do not form surface nitrates or surface carbonates.

Neodymia and lanthana have the ability to undergo polymorphic
transformation in the range of 600-900 °C ﬁ'om the cubic body centered (C fonn) into

the hexagonal (A form). Among the remaining rare- earth oxides the C form is stable

under the conditions studied. Thus one may suggest that an increase in the
coordination number of the cation from 6 in the C form to 7 in the A form would
decrease the catalytic activity [8].
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In heterogeneous oxidation reactions in which catalytically active
oxides are used, lattice oxygen is used by the reaction. Lattice oxygen then appears in

the oxidation products, while oxygen vacancy in the catalyst is replenished by the
gaseous molecular oxygen [9].

Esteriﬁcation reaction

ZrO2 calalyses the esteriﬁcation of acetic acid with n-butanol, while
Nd2O3 does not (ﬁgure 5.23). 80 Nd also does not catalyse the _eseriﬁcation reaction,

40 Nd and 60 Nd are having rate constants almost equal to that of ZrO;. The rate
constant for the esteriﬁcation of acetic acid with n-butanol catalysed by 20Nd is very
small.

5.2 Comparison of the three rare earths

In the case of Ce02 the surface area decreases with activation
temperature (ﬁgure 5.29). For Nd2O3 the surface area ﬁrst increased and then
decreased with activation temperature. Samples activated at 500°C , the Ce-Zr mixed

oxides are having lower surface areas than the component oxides, while for Pr—Zr

mixed oxides and Nd-Zr mixed oxides are having higher surface areas than the
component oxides.

The limit of electron transfer remain the same (between 1.77eV and
2.40eV in tenns of the electron affinities of the electron acceptor), except in the case of

60 Ce (500°C), 20 Ce 80 Ce (800°C). In these three cases the limit of electron transfer
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is between 2.40eV and 2.84eV in terms of the electron aﬂinity of the electron acceptor.

On comparing the limiting amounts of electron acceptors adsorbed on the mixed
oxides, there is not much difference in the values (ﬁgures 5.30, 5.31).

Reduction reaction : ( ﬁgure 5.32) (Oxides activated at 500°C are
compared) Pure CeO2 does not catalyse the reduction reaction. All other pure oxides

under study catalyse the reduction reaction. All the mixed oxides catalyse the
reduction reaction more effectively than the pure component oxides. Acid or base sites
can be created on mixing the oxides. Sites which can catalyse the reduction reaction are
generated on mixing the oxides.

Oxidation reaction: (ﬁgure 5.34) On comparing the pure oxides Pr6O1.

is having the highest activity followed by NdzO3 and then CeO2. Weak acid sites and
ability to undergo oxidation and reduction (coexistence of different valence states ) are
the factors which contribute to the oxidation activity. Praseodymia is having +3 and +4

oxidation states coexisting and have a very high value for the rate constant. In the case

of Nd;O3 a small amount of +4 state is also contained in it, which is not so stable.
Also there is a small amount of acidity (Ho 3 7.2) on its surface. So neodymia is having

activity for oxidation reaction, eventhough it is small compared to that of praseodymia.

CeO2 is having only +4 oxidation state (very stable) in it but it is suﬂiciently acidic.
So CeO2 also catalyses the oxidation reaction to a small extent.

The Ce-Zr mixed oxides show high catalytic activity, due to the

generation of acid sites on mixing the oxides. It is due to the coordinative
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unsaturation created on mixing the oxides. Nd-Zr and Pr-Zr mixed oxides also catalyse
oxidation reaction but to a lesser extent than Ce-Zr mixed oxides.

Esteriﬁcation reaction is known to be catalysed by strong acid sites on
the solid surface. Pure rare earth oxides do not posses strong acid sites on their surface
to catalyse the esteriﬁcation reaction. But ZrO2 having a polyﬁinctional behaviour can

catalyse esteriﬁcation reaction. On mixing ZrO2 with rare earth oxides, strong acid

sites are generated in the case of Ce-Zr mixed oxides which can catalyse the
esteriﬁcation reaction. So Ce-Zr ( ﬁgure 5.33) mixed oxides have very high values for

rate constant for the esteriﬁcation reaction. Nd-Zr mixed oxides and Pr-Zr mixed
oxides also catalyse esteriﬁcation reaction, the rate constants are less than that for
ZrO2. They have activities intemtediate between the component oxides. Nd-Zr mixed

oxides are having a slightly higher value than the other. Strong acid sites are not
generated on mixing NdzO_:, and Pr.«,On with ZrO2.

Effect of activation temperature
For Nd-Zr and Ce-Zr mixed oxides higher activity is observed at 500°C

both for oxidation and for reduction. In the case of reduction reaction all oxides (pure
and mixed) are inactive or show very low activity, when preheated at 800°C. It can be

concluded from the results that active sites for the reduction reaction are absent at the

activation temperature of 800°C. The decrease in activity observed in all cases for

pretreatment temperature higher than 650°C may be due to a decrease in surface
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disorder that results from a relatively high mobility of O2’ in lanthanide sesqui oxides
[8]. The 02‘ may not be available for proton abstraction.
But in the oxidation reaction, the activity is not much affected, it may be

due to the fact that the hydrogen acceptor (benzophenone) is in the reaction mixture
which will abstract the proton and thus adsorption of the alkoxide on the acid site will
be possible and then the subsequent dehydrogenation.

At 300°C the activity for the reduction reaction is greater than at 300°C,

because of the presence of more basic sites on the surface which can abstract the
proton in the ﬁrst step. The activity at 500°C is more than that at 300°C because at
500°C there will be suﬂicient acid sites to adsorb the alkoxide species.

In oxidation reaction the rate constants for the samples activated at
300°C and 500°C are comparable because the diminution in the number of the proton

abstracting sites are not prominent in the presence of the hydrogen acceptor
(benzophenone).

At 500°C it is assumed that there will be the coexistence of optimum
levels of acid and base sites on the oxide surface, which promotes both the oxidation
and reduction reactions.
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Table 5.1 Surface Areas of Neodymium-Zirconium Mixed Oxides
Activated at Different Temperatures

Weight % of Surface areas

Rare
Earth activated at
Oxide
300°C 500°C 800°C

0 200.30 61.50 29.75

20 223.55 115.28 60.29
40 183.78 120.57 21.45

60 158.90 89.10 26.33

80 84.35 59.59 34.88
100 39.70 42.40 37.90
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Table 5.2 Limiting Amounts of Electron Acceptors
Adsorbed on Neodymium-Zirconium Mixed Oxides
Activated at Different Temperatures

Weight %of Activation Limitting_a1_nount Adsorbed

Ndzog Temp.° C L‘ mol /sg.m

TCNQ Chloranil

0 300 0.9656 0.6933
20 300 1.3733 0.9036
40 300 1.1653 0.9517
60 300 1.1498 0.9978
80 300 1.8045 1.6089

100 300 0.6008 0.2030

0 500 2.0814 1.0613
20 500 1.8840 1.3391
40 500 1.2585 0.9421
60 500 1.6319 1.2429
80 500 2.2291 1.8995
100 500 0.7358 0.294
0 800 2.2064 0.6835
20 800 1.5241 0.6878
40 800 4.4756 0.3608
60 800 2.5526 1.6708
80 800 1.8163 1.2484

100 800 0.9338 0.4348
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Table 5.3 Acid-Base strength Distribution on
Neodymium-Zirconium Mixed Oxides
Activated at different Temperatures

Weight Activat. Basicity Basicity Acidity Basicity Acidity

% of Temp. I-L,23.3 I-1024.8 I-1034.8 H0272 H.,S7.2

Nd2O3

°C 10'3 m moi m‘2
0 300 0.9655 0.2361 - - 0.1679
20 300 0.0671 0.0447 - 0.0224 
40 300 0.0544 - 0.0263 — 0.0394
60 300 0.0786 0.0157 - 0.0157 
80 300 0.1431 0.0296 - 0.0296 

100 300 0.3270 0.1051 - — 0.2510

0 500 2.7380 0.1072 - - 2.7448

20 500 0.1725 0.1300 - 0.0217 
40 500 0.1036 0.0414 - 0.0257 
60 500 0.3646 0.1402 - 0.1122 
80 500 4.1930 0.2935 - 0.2516 
100 500 0.4000 0.2350 - - 0.1650

0 800 2.4500 0.4000 - - 3.0794
20 800 0.1659 0.0415 - - 0.0401
40 800 0.1165 - 0.1125 - 0.2250
60 800 0.759 0.0949 - 0.0949 
80 800 2.86 0.1043 - 0.0716 
100 300 0.421 0.332 - 0.0250 
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Table 5.4 Catalytic activity of Neodymium-Zirconium mixed oxides Activated at Different
Temperatures

Wt% Act. Reduction of Oxidation of Esteriﬁcation

Nd;O3 Temp Cyclohexanone Cyclohaxanol Reaction

° Cconvers
% Constant
Rateconvers
% Rate
%
Rate
Constant convers Constant
ion gm" s" m'2) ion £105 s'1m‘2) ion (107 s'1m'2)

0 300 25.19 1.006 95.97 0.445
20 300 10.27 0.337 86.70 0.251
40 300 6.60 0.258 85.65 0.293
60 300 8.22 0.375 55.85 0.143
80 300 3.18 0.266 84.89 0.622
100 300 5.70 1.027 36.52 1.402
0 500 11.05 1.320 87.24 0.930 10.53 2.513
20 500 43.43 3.433 64.07 0.247 2.40 0.293
40 500 43.77 3.317 83.91 0.421 16.09 2.021
60 500 16.36 1.393 83.98 0.571 11.55 1.913

80 500 17.92 2.302 79.58 0.741 0 0
100 500 2.80 0.465 86.65 1.319 0 0

0 800 0 0 83.90 1.706
20 800 1.8 0.209 87.63 0.964
40 800 0 0 60.26 1.195
60 800 0 0 87.17 2.166

80 800 0 O 88.52 1.724
100 800 0 0 63.21 0.733
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Figure 5.1
Surface areas of Nd-Zr mixed oxides
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Figure 5.3
Adsorption isotherms of electron acceptors

on Nd2O3 activated at different temperatures
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Figure 5.4
Adsorption isothemis of electron acceptors on
20Nd activated at different temperatures

Figure 5.5
Adsorption isotherms of electron acceptors on
40Nd activated at different temperatures
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Activity- Reduction Reaction Nd-Zr Mixed
oxides as a function of composition
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Figure 5.28
Activity For Estcriﬁcation Reaction Nd-Zr Mixed
oxides as a function of composition
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Figure 5.29
Surface Areas of Mixed Oxides
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Limiting Amount of TCNQ adsorbed on
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Figure 5.32
Catalytic activity for Reduction reaction
of mixed oxides activated at 500° C
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Figure 5.33
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CONCLUSIONS

Amount of electron acceptor adsorbed depend on the composition of the mixed
oxide, activation temperature and electron afﬁnity of the acceptor.
Electron donor power increases with basicity of the oxide.

The limit of electron transfer is between l.77- 2.40 eV for all oxides under study
except for some Ce- Zr mixed oxides.
CeO2 and its mixed oxides with zirconium are found to be more acidic than
others.

Acidity is generated on mixing cerium oxide with zirconium oxide.
C e-Zr mixed oxides catalyse esteriﬁcation reaction more effectively.

Mixed oxides are found to exhibit more catalytic activity.

Ce-Zr mixed oxides show a diﬁerent trend for all the properties investigated,
which may be due to the difference in oxidation state.

No relationship is established between surface properties of mixed oxides and the

f electron conﬁguration of the rare earths in this study.
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